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Abstract

Let U be a continuous representation of a Lie group G on a Banach
space X and al, ... , ad' an algebraic basis of the Lie algebra g of G,
i.e., the all"" ad' together with their multi-commutators span g. Let
Ai = dU(ai) denote the infinitesimal generator of the continuous one
parameter group t 1-+ U(exp( -tai)) and set Aa = Ail'" An where
0: = (ill"" in) with ij E {I, ... , d'}. We analyze properties of m-th
order differential operators

dU(C) = L caAa

ajlal$m

with coefficients Ca E C.

If L denotes the left regular representation of G in L2 ( G) then dL(C)
satisfies a Garding inequality on L 2( G) if and only if the closure of each
dU(C) generates a holomorphic semigroup S on X which is quasi
contractive, i.e., IISz II =::; ew1zl , in an open representation independent
subsector of the sector of holomorphy and the action of Sz is deter
mined by a smooth, representation independent, kernel ]{z which, to
gether with its derivatives Aa ]{z, satisfies m-th order Gaussian bounds.

Alternatively, dL(C) satisfies a Garding inequality on L2( G) if, and
only if, the closure of dL(C) generates a holomorphic, quasi-contractive,
semigroup satisfying bounds IIAiSt Il 2_ 2 =::; ct-l/mewt for all t > 0 and
i E {I, ... , d'}.

These results extend to operators for which the directions al, ... ,ad'
are given different weights. The unweighted Garding inequality is a
stability condition on the the principal part, i.e., the highest order
part, of dU(C) but in the weighted case the condition is on the part
of dU(C) with the highest weighted order.
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1 Introduction

The theory of partial differential operators extends naturally from the Euclidean space R d

to a general d-dimensional Lie group. The operators are defined in any continuous Banach
space representation U of G as polynomials in the associated representatives of the Lie
algebra g of G. The first interesting case occurs for polynomials formed from the repre
sentatives of a vector space basis of g. An operator of this type is defined to be strongly
elliptic if the coefficients of the highest order part of the polynomial satisfy the usual
str~ng ellipticity condition of the Rd-theory. Langlands, in an unpublished thesis [LanI]
(see also [Lan2]), proved that the closure of each strongly elliptic operator H generates
a holomorphic semigroup S with a smooth, fast decreasing, representation-independent,
integral kernel K. Subsequently, Robinson [Robl] established that K, together with its
derivatives, satisfies Gaussian bounds of the appropriate order. Moreover, Bratte1i, Good
man, Jj1jrgensen and Robinson [BGJR] proved that in each unitary representation S is
quasi-contractive and H satisfies a Garding inequality, i.e., a coercivity condition. (All
these results are described at length in [Rob2].) Finally a limiting argument of Folland
[FoI2] shows that the Garding inequality for H in the left regular representation of G on
L 2( G) implies strong ellipticity. Thus strong ellipticity, or R d-coercivity, is equivalent to
G-coercivity for a partial differential operator H expressed in terms of a vector space ba
sis of g and these conditions imply that H is the pregenerator of a semigroup with good
boundedness and analyticity properties and a universal 'Gaussian' kernel. One of our re
sults is a converse of the last conclusion: if H is the pregenerator of a quasi-contractive
semigroup on L2(G) with a good 'Gaussian' kernel then H must be a G-coercive operator.
Hence one concludes that there is an equivalence between Rd-coercivity, G-coercivity and
good semigroup properties. Our main result establishes a similar equivalence for weighted
subelliptic operators.

We consider operators H which are polynomials in the representatives of a (Lie-)alge
braic basis of g with different weights assigned to each of the directions in the basis. The
order of H is defined as the weighted order of the polynomial and the weighting is taken
into account in the definition of distance etc.. Since in general there is no obvious direct
definition of coercivity in terms of the coefficients of the polynomial we introduce a notion
of (weighted) G-subcoercivity in terms of an appropriately weighted Garding inequality.
We then establish that His G-subcoercive if and only if it generates a holomorphic, quasi
contractive, semigroup on L2( G) with a universal 'Gaussian' kernel. This equivalence
encompasses all earlier known results and gives a straightforward characterization of the
'heat' semigroups on the Lie group G. The proof of the statements relies on a combination
of all previous arguments together with two new techniques.

First, we introduce the notion of a reduced weighted basis. The reduced basis is an
algebraic subbasis of the original basis in which certain overweight directions have been
eliminated. (The definition of overweight is related to the Lie-algebraic structure.) Our
strategy is to establish the main structural features for operators defined with a reduced
basis and then, by auxiliary arguments, to lift the results to operators expressed in terms
of the original unreduced basis. If all weights are equal to one, or if the weights satisfy
the compatibility conditions imposed in our earlier analysis [EIR5] of weighted strongly
elliptic operators, then the reduction process has no effect. It is, however, interesting to
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note that a weighted vector space basis of g usually yields a weighted algebraic basis after
reduction. Therefore subelliptic techniques automatically enter the analysis of weighted
strongly elliptic operators.

Secondly, we associate with each weighted algebraic basis of g a homogeneous (nilpo
tent) group Go which serves as a local approximation of G. The group Go is uniquely
determined by G and the weighted algebraic basis by a canonical contraction of g. Lang
lands original analysis of (unweighted) strongly elliptic operators was based on the local
approximation of G by Rd. But in our approach Go = R d if and only if the basis used in
the construction is a full vector space basis with weights satisfying the compatibility con
ditions of [EIR5]. Therefore the analysis of general weighted operators, or even unweighted
subelliptic operators, compels the use of non-commutative approximants Go. Since the
work of Rothschild and Stein [RoS] it has become a standard procedure to construct local
nilpotent approximants to a Lie group. Given an algebraic basis of g with d' elements and
rank r the Rothschild-Stein approximant Gof G is the nilpotent group with d' generators
which is free of step r. This group was used in our earlier work on subelliptic operators
[EIR3] [EIR7]. The disadvantage of the Rothschild-Stein approach is that Gis usually of
larger dimension that G and the extra dimensions introduce superfluous conditions and
complications. But the approximant Go used in the current analysis has the same dimen
sion as G and this is advantageous in the application of the parametrix arguments which
are used to lift results from Go to G.

In order to give a more precise description of our results it is necessary to introduce
more detailed notation and definitions.

Generally we adopt the notation of [Rob2] with the modifications used in [EIR3] and
[AER]. Let G be a d-dimensional connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and (X, G, U) a
strongly, or weakly·, continuous representation of G on the Banach space X by bounded
operators 9 ......... U(g). If ai E g then Ai(= dU(ai)) will denote the generator of the one
parameter subgroup t ......... U(exp(-tai)) of the representation. Let all' .. , ad' be an algebraic
basis of g, i.e., a set of linearly independent elements which together with their multi
commutators span g, and Wll" ., Wd' E [1,00) a d'-tuple of numbers which we call weights.
The group G can be equipped with a distance I. I' which is naturally determined by the
algebraic basis all"" ad' and the weights WI, ... ,Wd', The detailed definition of this
distance will be given in Section 6. The distance then determines a local 'dimension'
D' > 0 of the group such that

c-IeD' :s; IB~I :s; ceD'

for some c > 0 and all eE {O,1] where IBlil denotes the volume of the ball Bli = {g E G:
Igl' < e} with respect to left invariant Haar measure dg.

Next we introduce a multi-index notation suited to the definition of products. If n E No
we set

and

n

I n(d')==EB{1, ... ,d'}k ,
k=O

n

J:(d') == EB{1, ... , d'}k
k=l

00 00

J(d') = UIn(d') , J+(d') = UJ:(d')
n=O n=l

Then AQ = Ail' .. Ain for Q = (il, ... , in) etc.. Alternatively, we set a
Q= ail' .• ain in the

universal enveloping algebra and write AQ = dU(aQ
).
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The weighted length lIall of a = (ill"" in) E J(d') is defined by

n

lIall = LWilc

k=l

and the Euclidean length n is denoted by lal.
If the algebraic basis is extended to a full vector space basis at, ... ,ad and n E N we

define Xn = Xn(U) = n:rEJn(d) D(AClt) and introduce norms and seminorms by

IIxlin= IIxliun = max IIACltxll , Nn(x) = NUn(x) = max IIACltxll, CltEJ(d) , CltEJ(d)
ICltI~n ICltI=n

These spaces are independent of the choice of the full basis up to equivalence of norms.
Similarly, for n E R with n ~ 0, we define the weighted spaces

X~ = X~(U) = n D(AClt )
oceJ(d')
lIocll~n

corresponding to the weighted algebraic basis. Now, however, it can happen for a given n

that there are no multi-indices a such that lIall = n. Therefore the corresponding norms
and seminorms are given by

{

max IIAocx11
aEJ(d')

IIxll~ = IIxll~,n = ~Iall~n

{

max IIAaxll
aEJ(d')

N~(x) = N/;,n(x) = ~Iall=n

if there exist a E J(d') with lIall = n ,

otherwise ,

if there exist a E J(d') with lIall = n ,

otherwise .

The definition of IIxll~ = 0 in case n ~ {liall : a E J(d')} is to avoid complications in the
proofs of some statements. In Section 11 we remove this part of the definition. In any
case, these values of n are not interesting.

Let Xoo = Xoo(U) = n~=l Xn. Since all"" ad' is an algebraic basis one also has
Xoo = n~=l X~. It then follows by the proof of Lemma 2.4 of [EIRl] that the space Xoo
is dense in X~ for all n ~ O. The density is with respect to the weak, or weak·, topology.
If U is the left regular representation on Lp ( G) = Lp ( G j dg) we denote the corresponding
spaces by Lpin , L~in, LpiOO and the norms and seminorms by II . IIPinetc.. Further we let
L = LG denote the left regular representation of G in L2 (G j dg).

A function C: J(d') -+ C such that C(a) =°if lIall > m but there exists at least one
a E J(d') with lIall = m and C(a) =f: 0, where mE [1,00), is defined to be an m-th order
form C. Here, and in the sequel, the order m is understood to be the weighted order. We
write ea = C(a).

The principal part P of the m-th order form C is the m-th order form given by

{
C(a) if IIall = m ,

P(a) =
o if lIall < m
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and C is called homogeneous if C = P.
The formal adjoint ct of C is the function ct: Jm(d') -+ C defined by

where o. = (in, ... , id if 0 = (ill ... ' in). The real and imaginary parts of Care
~C = 2-1(C +ct) and ~C = (2it1(C - ct).

We will consider the m-th order operators

dU(C) = L caAa
aEJ(d')

with domain D(dU(C)) = X~ associated with the form. If (:F, G, U.) is the dual repre
sentation of (X, G, U) then dU.(Ct) with the domain D(dU.(Ct)) =:F~ is called the dual
operator.

The m-th order form C is defined to be a G-weighted subcoercive form if m/wi E
2N for each i E {I, ... , d'} and the corresponding operator dLG ( C) satisfies a local
Garding inequality. Specifically we demand that

(1)

for some J-L > 0 and v E R, uniformly for all cp E C~(V) where V is some open neigh
bourhood of the identity e E G. For example, let Ca,13 E C, with 0, /3 E J(d') and
11011 = m/2 = 11/311, satisfy

Re L Ca,13 <a <13 > 0
a ,13

for all non-zero complex (ea). Then the operator

H = L( -l)laICall3 Aa•AI3
a 113

satisfies the Garding inequality. This follows because

Re(cp, H cp) = Re L ca,I3(Aacp, Al3cp) ~ J-L L IIAacpll~ ~ J-L (N~jm/2( cp))2
a,13 lIall=m/2

where J-L is the strictly positive lowest eigenvalue of the real part of the matrix (ca ,I3).
Our main result establishes that subcoercivity gives an infinitesimal characterization of

generators of semigroups with kernels satisfying Gaussian bounds.

Theorem 1.1 Let C be an m-th order form and assume that the weights Wi satisfy m/wi E
2N. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

I. The form C is G-weighted subcoercive.

II. There are c, J-L > 0 and an open neighbourhood V of the identity of G such that

for all cp E C~(V), all c E (0,1] and all i E {l, ... ,d'}.
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III. The closure of dLa (C) generates a holomorphic semigroup 8 on L2( G) with the
following properties.

1. The semigroup 8 is quasi-contractive in an open subsector of the sector of
holomorphy, i. e., there exist ep E (0, 7r /2] and w ~ 0 such that II 8 z II ~ ew1zl for
all Z E A(ep) = {z E C\{O} : Iarg zl < ep}.

11. 8 t L 2(G) ~ nt~I D(Ai ) and there exist c > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

IIAi8t 1l 2-+2 ~ cCwi!mewt

for all t > 0 and i E {I, .. ~,d'}.

IV. In each continuous representation (X, G, U) the closure of dU(C) generates a con
tinuous semigroup 8 with the following properties.

1. The semigroup 8 is holomorphic in a sector which contains an open represen
tation independent subsector A(Oe).

11. If U is unitary then the semigroup 8 is quasi-contractive in each subsector of
A(Oe), i.e., for each ep E (O,Oe) there is an w ~ 0 such that 118z11 ~ ew1zl for
all z E A(ep).

lll. The semigroup S has a representation independent, fast decreasing, kernel
l{ E L I joo (G) n COjoo (G) such that

A Q

8 zx = fa dg (AQ l{z)(g) U(g)x

for all 0: E J(d'), z E A(Oe) and x E X.

IV. For each ep E (O,Oe) and all 0: E J(d') there exist b,c > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

I(AQl{z)(g)1 ~ c Izl-(D'+IIQID/mewlzle-b«(lgl,)mlzl-l)l/cm-l)

for all 9 E G and z E A(ep).

A crucial element in the proof of the theorem is the local approximation of G by the
homogeneous (nilpotent) group Go alluded to above. The group Go, which has the same
dimension as G, is constructed, following an idea of Kashiwara and Vergne [KaV], through
exponentiation of a contraction of the Lie algebra g of G. In the unweighted vector space
case the contraction process is as follows. For t > 0 define the commutation relation [. , . ]t
on g by [a, b]t = t[a, b]. Then the limit t ~ 0 of [', . ]t exists and (g, [', . ]0) is the Lie
algebra of the commutative group Go = Rd. In general the contraction is determined by
the algebraic basis aI, ••• ,ad' and the weights WI, ••• ,Wd' and the homogeneous group Go
is not commutative. (Hebisch [Heb2] recently used this contraction procedure to prove
kernel bounds similar to ours for higher-order Hormander operators of type 2, but by
quite different arguments.) The contraction mechanism provides a family of groups Gt ,

t E [0,1], which interpolate between G = GI and its homogeneous contraction Go. One can
use this interpolation to establish that each G-weighted subcoercive form is automatically
a Go-weighted subcoercive form. Then the implication I=>IV in Theorem 1.1 is proved
by first applying the results of [AER] to C on the homogeneous group Go to obtain the
corresponding implication for Go and subsequently lifting the result to G by parametrix
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arguments. The latter reasoning makes essential use of the results of Helffer and Nourrigat
[HeN] for homogeneous groups.

The proof of IV=>III is straightforward. The L2-bound on Ai8t follows from the corre
sponding kernel bound by a quadrature argument; one deduces that IIAiK t il t =:; d t-wi/me",'t
for some c' > 0 and w' ;::: O.

The circle of arguments used to prove I=>IV allows one to establish the equivalence
of Go-weighted subcoercivity and G-weighted subcoercivity. This equivalence is one of
the most important structural features of the theory. It provides the starting point for
the proof of III=>I and II=>I in the theorem since it then suffices to prove that C is Go
subcoercive. The latter property follows by exploitati~nof the contraction mechanism and
the homogeneity of Go.

The proof that I=>II is straightforward. Since the Ai are group generators one has the
inequalities e2Wi IIAiepll~ =:; em IIA~/(2wi)epll~ +C lIepll~ for all e E (0,1].

In general the homogeneous contraction Go of the d-dimensional group G is non-abelian.
But Go = R d precisely in the setting of [EIR5]j Go = R d if, and only if, d' = d, i.e., the
at, .•. ,ad' form a vector space basis of g, and Wi +Wj - Wk > 0 whenever the corresponding
structure constant c7j '# 0 (see Proposition 3.2). The property of Rd-weighted subcoercivity
can, however, be expressed directly in terms of the coefficients of the form C; it is equivalent
to the strong ellipticity condition

L: Re COl (ie)OI > 0
01; 1I0011=m

for all eE R d\ {O} (see Example 4.2). In particular, if one considers operators formed from
a full vector space basis with all weights equal to one the corresponding operators dU(C)
generate semigroups with smooth Gaussian kernels if and only if the principal coefficients
satisfy the strong ellipticity property.

Finally a simple illustration of our results is given by the group 80(3) of rotations in
R 3

• If at, a2, a3 is a basis of 80(3) satisfying [at, a2] = a3, [a2' a3] = at and [a3' at] = a2
then at, a2 is an algebraic basis. If one specifies weights Wt = 3, W2 = 2 the operator

H = At - A~ - A~A~

has (weighted) order 12 and satisfies the Garding inequality because a straightforward
calculation gives

Hence H generates a holomorphic semigroup with a smooth kernel satisfying Gaussian
bounds in each continuous representation of the group.

The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we introduce reduced algebraic
bases. All the proofs in Sections 3-10 are carried out for reduced algebraic bases but
in Section 11 we remove this restriction on the bases. In Section 3 we introduce the
contraction mechanism and prove several uniform properties for the right invariant vector
fields on each of the interpolating groups Gt • In Section 4 we define G-weighted subcoercive
forms and establish several structural properties. The most important is that any G
weighted subcoercive form is a Go-weighted subcoercive form. In Section 5 we prove the
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implication I::::}IV in Theorem 1.1 for Go and U the left regular representation of Go in
L2(GO)' In Section 6 we define a distance on G and Gt associated with the weighted
algebraic basis and in Section 7 the kernel on Go of Section 5 is lifted to a 'kernel' on
G by a parametric argument which uses Go as a local approximation of G. In Section 8
we prove the implication I::::}IV in Theorem 1.1 for reduced bases, but under the (weaker)
assumption that C is merely a Go-weighted subcoercive form. Under the same conditions
we prove in Section 9 regularity results. In Section 10 we prove that a form is a G-weighted
subcoercive form if, and only if, it is a Go-weighted subcoercive form. Moreover, we prove
Theorem 1.1 for reduced bases and derive other equivalent characterizations for G-weighted
subcoercive forms. In the last section we extend the results for reduced bases to general
bases.

2 Reduced bases

Let g be a d-dimensional Lie algebra with Lie product [', .]. We adopt the multi-index
notation introduced in Section 1. If a = (it, ... , in) with i j E {1, ... , d'} is a multi-index
of length 10'1 = n#-O and at, ... ,ad' E g are elements of g we set the multi-commutator
a[a) of order n by

a[a) = [ail, [.•. [ain_l , ain] ...]] E g

where a[(i») = ai. Our principal interest is in algebraic bases at, . .. , ad' of g. The smallest
integer r for which the al, ••• , ad' together with all their multi-commutators of order less
than or equal to r span g is called the rank of the algebraic basis.

We also consider algebraic bases with weights WI, ••• , Wd' E [1,00) assigned to each
of the d' directions. We call at, ... , ad' a weighted algebraic basis. The unweighted
algebraic basis at, ... ,ad' can be considered as a weighted algebraic basis with all weights
Wi = 1.

Next we introduce a special class of weighted algebraic bases for which the weights
are minimal. One only has directions for which the weight is not too large compared
with the other directions and their weights. These bases will then be used throughout the
subsequent analysis of subcoercive operators and the associated semigroups. Nevertheless,
the key results are not dependent on the special properties of the bases.

A filtration for g is a family of vector subspaces (gAh>o of g with the following four
properties. First gA ~ gil if ). :5 p., secondly g.\ = {O} if ). < 1, thirdly [gA' gil] ~ gA+1l for
all )., p. E [0,00) and fourthly gA = g for large).. If aI, ••• ,ad' is a weighted algebraic basis,
). ;::: 0 and we set

A

gA = span U {[aill [oo. [ain_l' ain]''']] : it,oo., in E {I, ... , d'}, Wil + oo. +Win :5 ).}
n=l

= span {a[a) : a E J(d'), 0 < 110'11 :5 ).}

then (g.\)A~O is a filtration, which we call the filtration corresponding to the weighted
algebraic basis. Note that it is possible that ai E gA for a ). ;::: 0 with), < Wi.

Next for a general filtration define

g~ = U gA'
A'<>'
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for each A > O. Further let I ~ Al < A2 < ... < Ak be such that gAl< = g and

{Aj : j E {I, ... , k}} = {A ~ 0 : gA # g~J

We will call AI, ... , Ak the weights of the filtration (gA)A~O'

Note that in the sequel we sometimes set g(A+I-&). = gA+1-& for clarity of notation.
We are interested in algebraic bases aI, ••• ,ad' with weights WI, ... ,Wd' such that ai rt

gw' for all i E {I, ... , d'}, where (lh)A>o is the filtration corresponding to the weighted. -
algebraic basis. A basis with this latter property will be called a reduced weighted
algebraic basis. The definition of the reduced basis is such that the corresponding weights
are minimal.

One can pass from a general weighted algebraic basis to a reduced weighted algebraic
basis by eliminating the 'overweight' directions.

Proposition 2.1 Let aI, ... ,ad' be an algebraic basis with weights WI, ... ,Wd' and corre
sponding filtration (gA)A~O'

Then there exists a reduced weighted algebraic basis bl , ... ,bd" with weights VI, ... , Vd"
such that {bll ... , bdll} ~ {all"" ad'} and Vi = Wj if bi = aj. Moreover, (gAh~o is the
filtration corresponding to bl , ... , bdll.

Proof After reordering one may assume WI ~ W2 ~ ... ~ Wd', Then gWi is spanned
by all' .. ,al together with the multi-commutators a[a] with a E J(l) and 0 < lIall ~ Wi,
where I E {I, ... , d'} is such that WI = Wi < WI+!. Now suppose that aj E gwj' Let

i E {I, ... ,d' - I} be such that Wi < Wj = Wi+!. Then there exist Cja E R such that

aj = L: cjaa[a]
aEJ+(i)
lIall~wi

(2)

Hence the subbasis obtained from aI, ... , ad' by removal of aj remains a weighted algebraic
basis with the same filtration (gAh~o as the original weighted algebraic basis. By repeating
this process a finite number of times one obtains the desired reduced weighted algebraic
basis. 0

It is important to note that the ai in the directions eliminated in this construction of a
reduced basis can be expressed in terms of the remaining directions by (2). In Section 11
this will be used to lift results established for the reduced algebraic basis back to the general
algebraic basis.

In the sequel we also need to extend a reduced weighted algebraic basis to a full vector
space basis in an appropriate manner.

Remark 2.2 Each reduced weighted algebraic basis all"" ad' has an extension to a (vec
tor space) basis bn , ... , bldll ... , bu , ... , bkdl< for g with the following properties. First
bn , ... , bldll ••. ,bill' .. ,bidi is a basis for gAi for all i E {I, ... , k}, where Al < ... < Ak are
the weights for the filtration (gAh~o. Secondly

{all ... , ad'} ~ {bij : i E {I, ... , k}, j E {I, ... ,dd} ,
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with w/ = .\i if a/ = bij . Thirdly the other bij equal some commutator

with Wit +... +Win = .\i. If bij is given the weight Wij = Ai one obtains an extension of
the weighted algebraic basis to a weighted vector space basis all' .. , ad', ••• , ad such that
a/ has the weight WI = .\i if a/ = bij .

Example 2.3 Let al, ... , ad be a basis for 9 and set all weights equal to one. Then
al,' .• , ad is a reduced (weighted algebraic) basis for 9. The operators which we will
construct with respect to such a basis are strongly elliptic operators and are studied in
detail in [Rob2].

Example 2.4 Let all ... ,ad' be an algebraic basis for 9 and set all weights equal to one.
Then all"', ad' is a reduced (weighted) algebraic basis for 9. The subcoercive and subel
liptic operators studied in [EIR3] and [EIR7] are examples of the operators which we will
construct with respect to such a basis.

Example 2.5 Let £1 be the usual three-dimensional Heisenberg algebra ~l and aI, a2, a3 a
(vector space) basis with [aI, a2] = a3. Assign weights WI = W2 = 1 and W3 = 3. Then the
corresponding filtration is given by £11 = span {aI, a2}, 92 = ~l = 93 and the weights of the
filtration are .\1 = 1, and .\2 = 2. Therefore all a2, a3 is not a reduced weighted algebraic
basis since a3 E lh. Ifone deletes the direction a3 then aI, a2 is a reduced weighted algebraic
basis with the sa~e filtration as the weighted algebraic basis all a2, a3'

Example 2.6 Let 9 be the four-dimensional Lie algebra t3 with basis all' .. ,a4 and com
mutation relations [a4' a3] = a2 and [a4' a2] = al. Then all a3, a4 is an algebraic basis.
Assign weights WI = 8, W3 = 3 and W4 = 2. Then the corresponding filtration is given by
92 = spana4, £13 = span{a3,a4}, £15 = span{a2,a3,a4} and £17 = £1. Therefore alla3,a4 is
not a reduced weighted algebraic basis since al E £17 = £18' If one deletes the direction al

then a3, a4 is a reduced weighted algebraic basis with th; same filtration as the weighted
algebraic basis aI, a3, a4.

Example 2.7 Let all"" ad be a basis for £1 with weights WI, ... ,Wd E N and suppose
that the structure constants c7j, defined by [ai, aj] = I:%=l c~ak, are such that cfj i= 0
implies Wi +Wj - 1 ~ Wk, i.e., one has

L
kE{l,...,d}

Wk$Wi+Wi- l

Let .\1 < ... < .\k be such that

{Wi: i E {I, ... , d}} = {.\j : j E {I, ... , k}}

and let (£1"\).~~o be the filtration corresponding to the weighted basis al, •• . , ad. Then £1.,\ =
{OJ if.\ < Al and 9"\t = span{ai : i E {I, ... , d}, Wi = .\d. Suppose that j E {I, ... , k-I}
and

1hi = span{ai : i E {I, ... ,d}, Wi ~ Aj}

9



Further suppose g>. =I- g'\j for some AE (Aj, Aj+!). Let A= min{J.L E (Aj, Aj+!) : gil =I g.\).
The minimum exists since g is finite-dimensional. Then there are n EN, n ~ 2 and
ill' .. , in E {I, ... ,d} such that Wil +.oo +Win = A and

[ail' [... [ain_l' ain] ...J] E g.\\g'\j

But by assumption

[aip [oo. [ain_p ain]oo.J] E span{ai : i E {I, ... , d}, Wi ~ A- (n - I)} ~ g'\-(n-l) ~ g'\j

since gil = g'\j for all J.L E (Aj, A). So g.\ = g'\j for all AE (Aj, Aj+!).
Therefore g'\j+l = span{ai : i E {I, ... ,d}, Wi ~ Ai+d. It follows from the above

argument that all' .. , ad is a reduced weighted algebraic basis for g. The operators which
we will construct with respect to such a basis are the weighted strongly elliptic operators
studied in detail in [EIR5].

Example 2.8 Let g be a homogeneous Lie algebra with respect to a family of dilations
(-Yt)t>o and all' .. , ad' an algebraic basis for g such that it(ai) = tWiai for some Wi E [1, (0)
and all t > O. Then al, ... , ad' is a weighted algebraic basis with weights WI, ... , Wd',
We describe the corresponding filtration and show that al, ... , ad' is a reduced weighted
algebraic basis.

Extend the algebraic basis to a vector space basis al, ... , ad', ... , ad such that for each
i E {d' + 1, ... , d} there exists a Wi E [1, (0) such that it(ai) = tWiai for all t > O. For
A> 0 set

g(.\) = {a E g: it(a) = t.\a for all t > O}

Then g(.\) = span{ai: i E {1,oo.,d}, Wi = A} and

g= EBg(.\)
.\>0

Next by definition of g.\ one obtains the inclusions

g.\ ~ span{a E g : 3ILE (O,.\j'v't>o[-Yt (a) = tlLa]} ~ EB g(ll)

1L9

Conversely, let i E {1, ... ,d}. For all a E Jr(d'), with r the rank of the algebraic basis,
there exist Ca E R such that ai = LaEJr(d') caa[aj. Then by scaling

ai = L Ca a[aj E gWi
aEJr(d')
lIa ll=Wi

Therefore g(Wi) ~ gWi and hence
g.\ = EB g(lL)

11$.\

for all A> O. So g.\ =I- g.\ if, and only if, g(A) =I- {O}.
Now suppose ai E g: for some i E {I, ... , d'}. Then

ai E U g.\ ~ EB g(ll)
.\<Wi Il<Wi

which is a contradiction. Therefore al, ... , ad' is a reduced weighted algebraic basis g.
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Example 2.9 Let g be the nilpotent Lie algebra with generators at, ... , ad' which is free
of step r. Let Wt, ... , Wd' ~ 1 be weights and let (gA)A~O be the corresponding filtration.
Before presenting another description of gA we recall several definitions.

Let V = span{at, ... , ad'} and for t > 0 define the linear map It: V -+ V such that

It(ai) = tUliai .

Let '! = Ea~=o v~n be the associative tensor algebra over V. We identify V with the
subspace of tensors of degree one of cr. There exists a unique algebra homomorphism 1t
on '! such that 1t(a) = It(a) for all a E V. We will not distinguish between 1t and It and
write It. The associative tensor algebra'! is a Lie algebra with the usual commutation
relations. Let Q5 be the Lie subalgebra of '! generated by at, . .. , ad" Then Q5 is the free
Lie algebra generated by at, . .. , ad" The restriction, again denoted by It, of It to Q5 is
a Lie algebra homomorphism. Let I be the ideal in Q5 spanned by all commutators of
order larger than or equal to r + 1. Then the nilpotent Lie algebra g with generators
at, ... , ad' which is free of step r is equal to Q5 / I. Since It(I) ~ I, there exists a unique
Lie algebra homomorphism 1t:g -+ g such that 1t(a +1) = It(a) + I for all a E Q5. Again
we write It for "ft. One easily verifies that 1st = Is 0 It for all s, t > 0, so g equipped with
the dilations It, t > 0, becomes a homogeneous Lie algebra. Now it follows from Example
2.8 that at, . .. , ad' is a reduced weighted algebraic basis for g.

We call g the weighted nilpotent Lie algebra with generators at, ... , ad' and
weights Wt, .•. , Wd' which is free of step r. The corresponding connected simply
connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g is called the weighted nilpotent Lie group
with generators at, ... , ad' and weights WI,"" Wd' which is free of step r. We
denote g and G by g(d',r,wt, ... ,Wd') and G(d',r,wI, ... ,Wd')'

3 Homogenization by contraction

Let at, ... , ad' be a reduced weighted algebraic basis of the Lie algebra g. We next use the
basis and its weighting to construct a family of Lie products [" . ]t, t > 0, on g. Then we
examine the contraction of the Lie algebras (g, [. , . ]t) obtained in the limit t -+ O. We
establish that this contraction yields a homogeneous Lie algebra (g, [ . , . ]0). The simply
connected homogeneous Lie group Go corresponding to this Lie algebra will subsequently
playa fundamental role in the analysis of elliptic operators on the connected Lie group G
corresponding to the original Lie algebra.

First let bn , ... , bld1 , ••• , bkl , ••• , bkdlc be a basis for the filtration (gA)A>O corresponding
to an extension of the reduced weighted algebraic basis with the properties described in
Remark 2.2. So

{at, ... ,ad'} ~ {bij : i E {l, ... ,k}, j E {l, ... ,dd}

and WI = Wij = Ai if al = bij, where At < ... < Ak are the weights for the filtration.
Moreover, for all i and j there exists a multi-index Qij such that bij = %rij]'

Secondly, we follow the ideas of Kashiwara and Vergne [KaV], or Hebisch [Heb2] Lemma
4.1. For t > 0 define the linear bijection It: g -+ g by

It (bij ) = tUlij bij = tAi bij

11



Moreover, define [" .k g x g -+ g by

Then (g, [ . , . ]t) is a Lie algebra, which equals (g, [ . , .Dif t = 1. Now we have a whole scale
of Lie algebras and we examine the limit [ . , . ]0 of the Lie brackets [ . , . ]t as t -+ O. The
limit defines an algebraic structure on g and the Lie algebra (g, [ . , . ]0) is the contraction
of (g, [ . , . ]t) in the sense of Saletan [Sal]. This construction is uniquely determined by the
reduced weighted algebraic basis all' .. ,ad"

Proposition 3.1

I. The limit

[a, b]o = lim [a, b]t
t!O

exists for all a, bEg.

II. The Lie algebra (g, [" . ]0) is uniquely determined, up to isomorphism, by the filtra-
tion corresponding to the reduced weighted algebraic basis.

III. (g, [ . , . ]0) is a homogeneous Lie algebra with dilations (Tt)t>o.

IV. The al, ... , ad' form an algebraic basis for the Lie algebra (g, [" . ]t) for all t E [0,00).

V. The reduced weighted algebraic basis aI, ... ,ad' is a reduced weighted algebraic basis
for the Lie algebra (g, [" . ]d for all t E [0,00). Moreover, the filtrations with respect
to the Lie algebras (g, [ . , . ]t) are equal to the filtration (gAh>o as vector spaces.

VI. For all ill jll i2 , h one has

for all t > O.

Proof For.A ~ 0 set

_ { span{bii : j E {I, ... ,dd} if.A = .Ai for some i E {I, ... , k} ,
g(A) - {O} if .A ¢ {.All' .. ,.Ad .

Then g = EEh~o g(A)' Let 1rA be the projection of g onto g(A)' For all ill iI, i2 ,j2 one has

bt(bidl ), /'t( bi2i2 )] = tAil +Ai2[bidll bi2h ] = tAil +Ai2 L: 1rA([bidll bi2h D
A~Ail +Ai2

(Note that the sum is finite.) So

[bilillbi2h]t = 1rAil+Ai2([bilillbi2hD + l: tAil+Ai2-A1rA([bidllbi2hD .
A<Ail +Ai2

Therefore limt!o[bidll bi2h ]t = 1rAil +Ai2([bidl , bi2h D exists and by linearity it follows that
[" ']0 can be defined as in Statement I. Statements III and VI are easy. Moreover, it
follows for all t ~ 0 that
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so
[a,b]t = [a,b] modg(~I+~2L

for all J.l}, J.l2 ~ 1, a E g~l and b E g~2'

Let t ~ O. For A~ 0 set

>.
g~ = span U{[aip [... [ain_p ai•.lt .. .]t]t : i}, ... , in E {I, ... ,d'}, Wil +... +Win ~ A}

n=1

We shall prove that for alII E {I, ... , k} one has g~ = g>. for all A ~ Al and

(3)

is a basis for gi" If we have proved this, then gil< = g>'1< = g so ah ... ,ad' is an algebraic
basis for (g, [ . , . ]t).

The case 1 = 1 is trivial. Let 1 E {2, ... , k} and suppose the case 1- 1 is valid. Let
A E (AI-I, AI), n E N and i1 , ••• , in E {I, ... , d'}. Suppose that Wil + ... + Win ~ A.
Consider the multi-commutator [ail' [... [ain_l' ain]t ...]tk It follows from (3), even in the
case n = 1, that

[ail' [... [ain_pain]t ...]t]t = [aip [ [ain_l,ain]"']] modgl

= [ail' [ [ain_p ain ]·.·]] mod gAI_I

= [ail' [ [ain_l' ain] ...J] mod g~'-I

by the induction hypothesis. Consequently

[aip [... [ain_p ain] ...J] = [aip [... [ain_p ain]t .. .]t]t mod g~'-I

So by (4) and (5) one has g~ = gA'
Similarly, if J.l +A = Al then

(4)

(5)

Hence g~, = gAl and bn , ... , b1dp ... , bl1 , ... ,bldl is a basis for g~" This establishes State
ments IV and V.

Finally we prove the uniqueness statement, Statement II. Let ap), ... , a~~) be a re
duced weighted algebraic basis with weights WI, ••• ,Wd' and a~2), ... ,a~~) a second reduced
weighted algebraic basis with weights Vh ... , Vd" such that the filtrations with respect to the
t . h d lb' b "d L (1) (1) (1) d (2) (2) (2)wo welg te a ge ralC ases comCI e. et a1 , ... , ad' , ... , ad an al , ... , ad" , ... , ad
be two extensions of the reduced weighted algebraic basis ap), ... ,a~~) and a~2), ... ,a~~) to
a vector space basis as in Remark 2.2, respectively. The weights Wi and Vi of ap) and a~2)
can, after a possible reordering, be chosen to be identical, since they only depend on the
dimg>.j' (This could possibly mix the original algebraic basis elements with the extended

directions.) Let 1l"i1) and 1l"i2) be the projections and [" . ]~1) and [" . ]~2) the Lie brackets
with respect to the bases ap), ... ,a~l) and a~2), ••. ,a~2), respectively. Define the linear map
<P: g -+ g such that
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for all i E {I, ... , d}. Then ,?>(<I>(ap»)) = tWi<I>(ap»). So <I> 0 ,~l> = ,~2) 0 <I>. Next,
<I>(ap» = ap> mod QWi' Therefore <I> is a bijection. Moreover, <I>(a) = a modQ~ for all

a E Q~ and J.l > O. Therefore, if a E Q~l and b E Q~2 then [<I>(a), <I>(b)] = [a, b] modg(~1+~2L
and

[<I>(a), <I> (b)]&2) = [<I>(a), <I> (b)] modQ(~1+~2L

= [a, b] modQ(~1+~2L

= [a, b]&l) mod Q(~l+~2L = <I>([a, b]&l») mod Q(~l +~2L

Let i,j E {I, ... , d}. Let c E Q(wi+wjL be such that [<I>(ai), <I>(aj)]&2) = <I>([ai, aj]&l») + c.
Then for all t > 0 one has

tWi +Wj [<I>(ap»), <I>(a}1»)]&2) = [<I>(,p)(a~l»)), <I>(,p)(a}1»))]&2)

= [,P) (<I> (a~l»)), ,P) (<I> (a}1»))]&2)

=,p)([<I>(ap»), <I> (a}1»)]&2»)

= ,p)(<I>([a~1),a}l)]&l») +c)

= ... = tWi+Wj<I>([ap),a}l)]&l») +,~2)(C)

SO [<I> (ap»), <I> (a}1»)]&2) = <I>([ap>, a}l>]&l» and <I> is a Lie algebra isomorphism. IJ

For all t E [0, 1) let Gt be the connected, simply connected, Lie group with the Lie
algebra (£I, [', . ]t) constructed by the above procedure. The group Go is unique and is called
the homogeneous contraction of G. The homogeneous contraction Go will be used as
a 'local approximation' of G in much of the subsequent analysis. This is a generalization
of the standard local approximation of G by Rd which is only appropriate for a full vector
space basis. Note that the connection between the weights and the structure constants in
the next proposition is precisely the condition in [ElR5] in case all weights are integers.

Proposition 3.2 The following conditions are equivalent.

I. Go = R d ,

II. d' = d and Wi +Wj - Wk > 0 whenever the structure constant c~ of the basis aI, ... ,ad'
lS non-zero.

Proof I=>II. Assume that d' < d then there exists 1E {2, ... , k}, to be chosen minimal,
such that QWI f:. span{ai: i E {l, ... ,d'}, Wi $ WI}. Then there are i,j E {l, ... ,d'} such
that Wi +Wj = WI and [ai,aj] E QWI\Qwl' Since [ai,aj]O = [ai,aj] modQwl this implies that
[ai, aj]O f:. O. Therefore d' = d. But then -

[ai, aj]t = L tWi+Wj-W/< cfj ak
kE{l,...,d}

and [ai, aj]O = 0 if and only if Wi +Wj - Wk > 0 for those k such that cfj f:. O.
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II~I. Since

it follows that [ai, aj]o = 0.

L etak
ke{l,...,d}

WIc<Wi+Wj

D

In the unweighted case, i.e., if the Wi = 1, the proposition demonstrates that Go = Rd
if and only if one is dealing with a full vector space basis. Therefore the analysis of strict
algebraic bases automatically enforces the introduction of non-commutative approxima
tions Go of G. The previous analysis of subcoercive operators [EIR3] [EIR7] was based
on approximation with a nilpotent group Gwith d' generators which was free of step r,
the rank of the algebraic basis, and hence Gis usually of larger dimension than the group
G. One clear advantage in using the group Go as an approximant is that it has the same
dimension as G.

In order to analyze G and Go more fully we need to collect some information about
the intermediate groups Gt , t E (0, I). Occasionally we write GI = G. We will identify
quantities associated with Gt by indices and suffices t but in the case t = 1 we often omit
these indices or suffices.

Let eXPt: (g, [. , . ]t) --+ Gt, t E [0,1], denote the exponential map. We use the map
expo to lift the dilations It on the Lie algebra (g, [ . , . ]0) to dilations on Go, which we also
denote by It. Complete the weighted algebraic basis all' .. , ad' to a full vector space basis
all ... ,ad as in Remark 2.2. Let (e7j) be the structure constants of (g, [ " . ]) with respect
to the basis al, ... , ad. We may assume that e7j ::; d-3 for all i,i, k E {I, ... ,d} and we let
II . II be the Euclidean norm with respect to the basis al, ... , ad. Then II [a, b] II ::; lIalillbll
for all a, bEg.

Lemma 3.3

I. There exists a UI E (0, I) such that eXPt is a diffeomorphism from {a E 9 : lIall < ut}
onto an open neighbourhood of the identity in Gt, uniformly for all t E [0,1].

II. There exists a U2 E (0, UI] such that the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula with
respect to (g, [', . ]t) is absolutely convergent on {a E 9 : Iiall < U2P uniformly for
t E [0,1].

III. There exists a U3 E (0, U2] such that

eXPt a eXPt bE eXPt{e E 9 : lIell < ut}

uniformly for all a, b E {e E 9 : lIell < U3} and t E [0,1].
IV. Setting

a *t b = 10gt(exPt a eXPt b) ,

where logt denotes the local inverse of expt onto {a E 9 : lIall < u} one has

a *t b = It I (,'t(a) *l/t(b)) = ,tl(,t(a) * ,t(b))

for all t E (0,1] and a,b E {e E g: lIell < U3}.
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V. There exists a U4 E (0, U3] such that

eXpt a eXPt bE eXPt{c E g : II cli < U3}

uniformly for all a, bE W = {c E g : IIcll < U4} and t E [0,1].

Proof The diffeomorphic property in Statement I is well known for each eXPt and the
problem is to show uniformity of U1 in t. For t E (0,1] let

vt = {a E g : 11m AI < 1r for each eigenvalue A of adta} ,

where adt denotes the adjoint action with respect to the Lie product [., ·k Since

(6)

it follows that A is an eigenvalue of adta if, and only if, it is an eigenvalue of ad1't(a).
Therefore vt = 1't1 (Vi) 2 Vi where the inclusion follows because t ::; 1. But by [Var] ,
Lemma 2.14.5, the subset Vi is an open neighbourhood of °in g. Since Gt is connected
and simply connected, for all t E (0,1), by construction, it follows by [Var] , Theorem
2.14.6, that eXPt is a diffeomorphism from Vi onto its image in Gt • Statement I follows
immediately.

For the proof of the second statement we need the following version of a standard result.

Proposition 3.4 (Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff) Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra
(g, [', .]) and let II· II be a Euclidean norm on g such that II [a, b]11 ::; lIall IIbll for all a, bEg.
Then there exist M, s > °and fJ E (0, (2st 1) and for each a E J(2) with lal =f:. °there is
a COt E R with leOti::; MsIOtI, all independent ofG, g and 11,11, such that

for all b1,b2 E g with Ilb1 11, IIb2 11 < fJ, where

c(b1, b2 ) = L: COt blOt]
OtEJ(2)
IOtI¥o

In particular this series converges absolutely.

Proof This follows from the discussion in [Hoc] pages 111-112. D

We continue with the proof of Lemma 3.3. The structure constants of the Lie algebra
(g, [', . ]t) with respect to the basis at, ... ,ad are equal to tWi+Wi-wkct, where (crj) are the
structure constants of (g, [" . ]) with respect to the basis at, ... ,ad. Since Wk ::; Wi +Wj

if cfj =f:. 0, they are also bounded by d-3 if t E [0,1]. So Ilfa, b]tll ::; lIalillbll for all a, bEg.
Now Statement II follows from Proposition 3.4.

If M, s, fJ, COt are as in Proposition 3.4 then

IIc(bt,b2)1I::; L Ms/Ot I(2-1fJ)1 0t 1::; fJMs(l- fJS)-1
OtEJ(2)
IOtI¥O
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for all bbb2 E g with IIblll,II~1I < 2-16. Therefore IIc(bl ,b2 )1I < Ul if 6 is taken small
enough. Finally, if bb b2 E g with IIbl ll, IIb2 11 < 6 and t E (0,1] then

bl *t b2 = L COt b[Oth = L COt ')';-lb[Ot] = ')';-l(b~ * b~) = ')';-1 (')'t(bl ) * ')'t(b2)) ,
OtEJ(2) OtEJ(2)
IOtI~O IOtI~O

where b~ = ')'t(bl ) and b~ = ')'t(b2). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. o
'Next we need some information concerning the vector fields in the directions al, ... , ad

with respect to the left regular representation of Gt on Coo(Gt ). Let t E [0,1]. For
i E {l, ... ,d} and ep E Coo(Gt) define }i(t)ep:Gt -+ C by

(}i(t)ep )(g) = ~<p(eXPt(-sai) g) 16=0

Moreover, for 9 E G define R(t)(g): Gt -+ Gt by

Further introduce 1l'": g -+ R d by

Then

(}i(t)<p)(g) = -R(t)(g).le expt. lo(a~ilo)(ep) ,
where R(t)(g).le denotes the differential of R(t)(g) at the identity, etc.. Next, for all t/J E

C~(W), where W is the uniform open neighbourhood introduced in Lemma 3.3.V, define
Xi(t)t/J E C~(W) by

(Xi(t) t/J)(a) = (}i(t)(t/J 0 logt)) (exPt a) . (7)

Then eXPt.(Xi(t)1 ) = }i(t)I for all a E W.
a eXPta

Fix a E Wand set 9 = eXPt a. Let ~ be a COO-path from an open neighbourhood of°E R to g such that ')'(0) = a. Since X/) I ,... ,XJt
)1 span the tangent space at a there

exist Cl,"" Cd E R such that a a
d

-)-(0) = LCiXi(t)1
i=l a

We calculate the constants Cb'" ,Cd. Since

one obtains
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Hence

In particular,

i'(0) = - t ~1ri(,(S) *0 (-anL=oXi(O)L
1=1

Now let t E [0,1], t/J E C~(W) and a E W. Then

(XJt)t/J)(a) = (li(t)(t/J 0 logt)) (exPt a)

= ~ t/J (logt(eXPt(-saj) eXPt a)) 18=0

= dd t/J( -sai *t a)1 = -i'(0)t/J ,
s 8=0

where ,(s) = saj *t a. So

(X!')IjJ )(a) =t :.,,; (,(s) *0 (-a)) 1.=0 xjO)!.<IjJ)

=t dd 1ri ((sa j*t a) *0 (-a)) 1_ X;a)1 (t/J). s 8_0 a
)=1

and hence

(8)

x?) I = t dd 1ri ((saj *t a) *0 ( -a)) I _ xjO) 1 .
a . 1 S 8_0 a

)=

Since the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula converges absolutely on the set {c E g :
Ilcll < u2F in Lemma 3.3.II it follows that there exist M,6 > 0 and for all n E Nand
Cll .•. ,Cn E {O, I} there exist cel,...,en E R such that ICel ,...,en I ~ M6n and

for all a E Wand t E [0,1] and such that this series converges absolutely, uniformly for all
a E Wand t E [0,1].

These observations immediately imply the following continuity property of the vector
fields.

Lemma 3.5 For each mEN, ill"" im E {I, ... , d} and t/J E C~(W) one has

1· x~t) X~t>'l. = X~O) X~O).I,1m 11 ••• 1 'P 11' • • I 'P
t~O m m

uniformly on W.
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Next for all .,p E C:(g) and t > 0 define .,pt E C:(g) by

.,pt(a) = tD'/2.,p({t(a))

where D' = Ef=1 Wi·

Lemma 3.6 1ft E (0,1],.,p E C:({t(W)) and i E {l, ... ,d} then

Xi(t).,pt = tW'(Xi.,p)t

Proof Let a E g. Then by Lemma 3.3.IV

(t) d I(Xi .,pt)(a) = -d.,pt(-sai *t a)s 8=0

= tD'/2
d
d

.,p( -Sit(ai) * it(a))1
s 8=0

=tD'/2
d
d

'l/J(-stW'ai *it(a))1
s 8=0

=tD'/2tW, dd 'l/J( -sai * it(a))I = tW,(Xi'l/J )t(a)
s 8=0

where the first and last steps use (8).

Corollary 3.7 For each mEN, i1 , ... ,im E {l, ... ,d} and.,p E C:(g) one has

uniformly for a E g.

Proof If supp.,p ~ Wand i E {I, ... ,d} then

Xi(t).,p = tW'(Xi.,pt-l)t

o

by Lemma 3.6 and hence the statement follows from Lemma 3.5. If, however, supp.,p ~ W
one can fix an r ~ 1 such that supp 'l/Jr ~ Wand then applying the previous result to .,pr
gIves

(Xi~O) ... Xi~).,p)(a) = r-D'/2r -w'l -,,,-w'm (Xi~) ... Xi~).,pr)(ir-l (a))

=lim(r-1t)D'/2(r-1t)W'1 +",+w'm (XiI'" Xim('l/Jr)t-l )(ir-1t(a))
t-O

= lim tD'/2tw'l +"'+W'm (XiI' .. Xi m .,pt-l)(it (a))
t-O

uniformly for all a E supp.,p. o
Finally it will be necessary to examine the left regular representation of the groups Gt

on the L2-spaces, L2(Gt ), with respect to a suitably normalized Haar measure. It follows
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from [Var], Theorem 2.14.3 and Exercise 2.26(d), that there exists a unique Haar measure
Pt on Gt such that

for all 'l/J E Cc(W), where

I
00 (_1)n I

O"t(a) = det L ( 1)' (adtat
n=O n + .

for all a E Wand t E [0, 1]. In particular this fixes a Haar measure on G = Gl .

0"0(a) = 1 since (g, [. , . ]0) is nilpotent.
We have the following transformation property under scaling.

Lemma 3.8 1ft E (0,1] and c.p, 'l/J E C~ht(W)) then

~ daO"t(a) c.pt(a) tJlt(a) = ~ daO"(a)c.p(a)tJl(a)

where 0" = 0"1.

Proof It follows from (6) that

for all a E W. Therefore

(10)

(11)

Then

by a change of variables. o

Example 3.9 Let g be a homogeneous Lie algebra with respect to a family of dilations
ht)t>o and all"" ad' an algebraic basis such that "Yt(aj) = tWiaj for some Wj E [1,00).
Then [a, b]t = [a, b] for all t > 0 and hence also for t = O. Thus all the Lie algebras
coincide.

Example 3.10 Let g be the two-dimensional Lie algebra of the (ax +b)-group and alla2
a basis with the relations [all a2] = al. Assign weights WI and W2 to al and a2. Then
[ab a2]t = tW2al. Hence [all a2]0 = 0 and (g, [" . ]0) is commutative. Thus Go = R 2.

Example 3.11 Let g = 80(3) be the three-dimensional Lie algebra of rotations in R3
with a basis all a2, a3 satisfying [all a2] = a3, [a2' a3] = al and [a3' al] = a2. Thus all a2
is an algebraic basis of rank 2. Assign weights WI and W2 to al and a2. Then al, a2 is
a reduced weighted algebraic basis for all choices of WI and W2' Now [aI, a2]t = a3, but
[a2' a3]t = t2W2al and [a3' al] = t2Wla2' Therefore (g, [" . ]0) is the usual three-dimensional
Heisenberg algebra ~l and Go the simply connected Heisenberg group.
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Example 3.12 Let 9 be the five-dimensional Heisenberg algebra ~2. Thus one has a
basis a17 ... , as with [aI, a2] = [aa, a4] = as. Consider the algebraic basis all ... , a4. If
WI = ... = W4 = 1 then 9 is a homogeneous Lie algebra with dilations ,t(ai) = tWiai when
Ws = 2. With this weighting (g, [., . ]0) = (g, [ . , . ]) = ~2 by Example 3.9. Alternatively,
if WI = W2 = Wa = 1 and W4 = 2 then [aI, a2]t = as but [aa, a4]t = tas. Therefore
(g, [., . ]0) = ~l x R 2. More generally, if WI +W2 = Wa +W4 then the contraction gives ~2

but if WI +W2 =I Wa +W4 one obtains ~l x R2.

Lemma 3.13 Let aI, ... , ad' be an algebraic basis of rank r of a Lie algebra 9 and set all
weights equal to one as in Example 2.4. Then (g, [., . ]0) is a homogeneous nilpotent Lie
algebra of rank r.

Proof We use the notation of the proof of Proposition 3.1. Since all weights are equal to
one, it follows that gi is the span of all commutators of all ... , ad' of (unweighted) order
less than or equal to i. Because the rank of the algebraic basis al, ... , ad' in (g, [ . ; . ])
equals r there is a multi-index a with Iiall = lal = r such that a[o] ¢ gr-l = g!.. Then
a[o]o = a[o] mod g!. =I 0 and hence a[o]o =I- o. So the rank of the nilpotent Lie algebra
(g, [.; . ]0) is at least r.

Conversely, in (g, [. ; . ]0) one has g~ = gr = 9 and therefore the [.; . ]o-commutators
of aI, ... , ad' of order less than or equal to r span g. So the rank of the algebraic basis
al, ... ,ad' in (g,[.; ·]0) is at most r.

Next suppose that the rank of the Lie algebra is larger than r. Then there is an n > r
together with b17 ... , bn E 9 such that [bill [... [bin_ll bin]o ...]0]0 =I- O. But expressing the
bi as linear combinations of a vector space basis al, ... , ad', ... , ad of 9 one deduces that
there are il, ... , in E {1, ... , d} such that [aill [... [ain_ll ain]O ...]0]0 =I O. But we have
chosen the additional elements ad'+l, . .. , ad such that the basis, up to reordering, is the
basis of Remark 2.2. This then implies, by the Jacobi identity, that there are n > r
and il, ... ,in E {1, ... ,d'} such that [aill[... [ain_l,ain]O ...]o]o =I- o. Since the rank of
aI, ... , ad' is at most r one then has

[ail' [... [ain_l , ain]O ...]0]0 =E C/3 a[/3]o ,
/3

where the sum is over all multi-indices f3 in {1, ... , d'} with 1f31 ~ r and with C/3 E R. But
by scaling it follows that the left hand side equals zero and hence n ~ r. D

Remark In general the rank of the nilpotent Lie algebra (g, [ . , . ]0) is larger than the
rank of the algebraic basis al, ... , ad'. A simple example is the Heisenberg algebra ~l with
algebraic basis aI, a2, aa and weights WI = W2 = 1 and Wa = 2. Then the rank of the
algebraic basis equals one, but the rank of ~l is two. Even if one assumes additionally that
ai ¢ span UA+/J$w; [gA' g/J]' where (gAh~o is the filtration corresponding to the weighted
algebraic basis then the rank of the nilpotent Lie algebra can be larger than the rank
of the algebraic basis. An example is the five-dimensional nilpotent (homogeneous) Lie
algebra 9 with commutation relations

and algebraic basis a17 a2, aa with weights WI = W2 = 1 and Wa = 2. Then the rank of the
algebraic basis equals two, whilst the rank of 9 equals three.
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Moreover, in general the rank of the algebraic basis aI, ... ,ad' in (g, [ " . ]0) is larger
than the rank of the algebraic basis in (g, [" .D. An example is in the five-dimensional
nilpotent Lie algebra g with basis aI, ... , as and commutation relations [a2' a3] = a4,
[a2' a4] = as and [aI, a2] = as. If we consider the weighted algebraic basis aI, a2, a3 with
weights WI = 3 and W2 = W3 = 1 then the rank of the algebraic basis is 2 in g, but 3 in
(g, [. , . ]0)'

4 Weighted subcoercive forms. Part I

Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and aI, ... , ad' a weighted algebraic
basis with weights WI, .•. , Wd' E [1,00). We now assume that WI, ••• , Wd' have a common
multiple, i.e., n1~1 wiN =F 0, and set

W = min{x E [1,00): x E wiN for all i E {l, ... ,d'}} .

Further we adopt the definitions and notation introduced in Section 1 for continuous repre
sentations (X, G, U) of G, the Cn-subspaces Xn , X~, etc.. In addition we refer to Section 1
for the definition of m-th order forms C and the corresponding operators dU(C).

Now we examine the definition of weighted subcoercivity given in the introduction.
Let C: J(d') ~ C be an m-th order form with m E 2wN. We call C a G-weighted
subcoercive form, with respect to the weighted algebraic basis aI, ... ,ad' of g, if dLG(C)
satisfies the local Garding inequality (1) of Section 1, i.e., if

Re(cp, dLG(C)cp) ~ P (N~;m/2(cp))2 - v IIcpll~ (12)

for some p > 0 and v E R, uniformly for all cp E C~(V) where V is some open neighbour
hood of the identity e E G. (Note that the condition m E 2wN implies that there exist
several 0: E J(d') with 110:11 = m/2.) The least upper bound PC,G of the P for which (12) is
satisfied is called the ellipticity constant.

Now for a general representation (X, G, U) of the Lie group G and a weighted algebraic
basis aI, ... , ad' of the corresponding Lie algebra g we study the m-th order operators
dU(C) associated with the G-weighted subcoercive forms C. We call dU(C) a G-weighted
subcoercive operator.

In addition we want to assign an angle to each subcoercive form. This is analogous to
the association of an angle with a sectorial form and the angle will subsequently be used
in a similar way as an estimate of a lower bound for the holomorphy sector. It is, however,
convenient to define the angle in a different manner to the usual sectorial angle. Set

OC,G = Oc = sup{O E [0,1f"/2] : V'tJlE[-8,8j[ eitJIC is a G-weighted subcoercive form]} .

Then OC,G E [0, 7r /2]. We shall prove in Section 5 and Theorem 10.1 that in fact OC,G > O.
The foregoing notation explicitly identifies the relevant group G. But if this is clear

from the context we will omit the G, e.g., we use the phrase weighted subcoercive instead
of G-weighted subcoercive.

Example 4.1 If G = Rd with the usual basis aI, ... , ad and with WI, .•. , Wd = 1 then an
m-th order form C is a (weighted) subcoercive form if and only if

E Reca (ier~ > 0
ailal=m
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for all eE R d\ {OJ. This last condition is equivalent to the Garding inequality as a simple
consequence of Fourier theory, the differential operator is a multiplication operator on the
Fourier transform.

Example 4.2 Again let G = R d with the usual basis aI, ••• , ad but with general weights.
Then an m-th order form C is a weighted subcoercive form if, and only if,

L Re Ca (ie)'r > 0
aillall=m

for all eE R d
\ {OJ. This condition is again equivalent to the GArding inequality by Fourier

theory.

Example 4.3 Let g be a general Lie algebra, m E 2wN and for all a, f3 E J(d') with lIall =
m/2 = 1If3l1let Ca,f3 E C satisfy Re Ea,f3 Ca,f3 ea ef3 > 0 for all non-zero complex (ea). Then
the argument given in Section 1 establishes that the operator H = Ecr,f3( -1) Icr1ccr ,f3 Acr. Af3
is a weighted subcoercive operator with respect to any representation.

Example 4.4 Let all weights be equal to one, d', sEN and consider the free group
G = G(d', s, 1, ... ,1). Then a form C: J(d') -+ C of order mEN is a G-weighted
subcoercive form of order m if, and only if, C is a subcoercive form of order m and step s
(see (EIR3D.

Example 4.5 Let g be a homogeneous Lie algebra with respect to a family of dilations
(-Yt)t>o and fix an algebraic basis aI, ... , ad' such that /t(ai) = t lJJ;ai for some Wi E (1,00).
Let G be the corresponding connected simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. Then
G is a homogeneous group with the dilations (/t)t>o. A form P is called a Rockland form
if P is homogeneous and the operator dU(P) is injective on the space Xoo(U) for every non
trivial irreducible unitary representation U of G. The Helffer-Nourrigat theorem, (HeN],
states that a homogeneous form P is a positive Rockland form if, and only if, the operator
dL(P)lci"'(G) is hypoelliptic. A Rockland form P is called a positive Rockland form if
dL(P) is symmetric and positive (see [AERD. In that case the operator dL(P) is referred
to as a positive Rockland operator.

Let P be a positive Rockland form of order m. By (EIR6], Lemma 2.2, there exist a basis
bI, . •. , bd of g, d" E {I, ... ,d} and VI, ... ,Vd E (1,00) such that [g, g] ~ span{bd,,+I,' .. , bd}
and /t(bi ) = tV;bi for all i E {I, ... , d} and t > O. Moreover, bI, ... , bd" is an algebraic
basis of g. We give bI, . .. ,bd" the weights VI, .. . ,Vd", It follows from Example 2.8 that the
filtration corresponding to the algebraic basis aI, ... , ad' equals the filtration corresponding
to the weighted algebraic basis bI, •. . , bd". It then follows from Lemma 2.4 in [EIR6] that
m E 2ViN for all i E {I, ... ,d"}. Set

V = min{x E (1,00): x E viN for all i E {1, ... ,d'}}

Then by definition of V one deduces that m E 2vN. (We do not assume that the Vi

are integers, in which case V = Iem(VI, ... , Vd'), and in which case it is well known that
m E 2vN. In the present situation one writes m = 2qv +x, with q E N and x E (O,2v)
and easily establishes that x = 0.) Moreover, it follows from [EIR6], Theorem 2.5, that
dL(P) satisfies a Garding inequality. So every positive Rockland operator is a weighted
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subcoercive operator associated with a weighted subcoercive form with respect to a suitable
weighted algebraic basis of g.

On the other hand, if m E 2wN then it follows from [EIR6], Theorem 2.5, that dL(P)
satisfies a Garding inequality and hence P is a G-weighted subcoercive form.

If mE 2wN then there are many positive Rockland operators of order m. For example,
if P is the form such that

d'
dU(P) =1')_1)m/(2w;) A';/w;

i=l

(13)

for any representation (X, G, U) (see [FoS] (4.20)) then dL(P) is a positive Rockland
operator. These operators have been studied in [FoS] [Heb1] [DzH] [Dzi] [DHZ] [AER] and
[EIR6].

The definition of G-subcoercivity is local insofar the Garding inequality (12) is only
required for r.p supported in some arbitrarily small neighbourhood V of the identity. We
will, however, show that this is equivalent to a global condition, i.e., we will conclude that
the local Garding inequality implies that (12) is valid for all r.p E L2;oo(G). This equivalence
is not hard to understand if the group is homogeneous.

Let G be a homogeneous group with dilations ('t)t>o. The action of It on G lifts to an
isometric action cP 1--+ CPt on L2(G) by the definition

Moreover,
N~;k(CPt) = tkN~;k(cp)

for all k ~ O. But if V is a fixed neighbourhood of the identity and cP E L 2;oo(G) has
compact support then CPt E Coo(V) for all sufficiently large t. Then

tm(Re(cp, dLa(P)cp) - J.l (N~;m/2(cp))2) = Re(cpt, dLa(P)cpt) - J.l (N~;m/2(CPt)?

~ Re(CPt, dLa(P - C)cpt) - v IIcptll~

where P is the principal part of C, which scales as tm • Since C - P is of lower order than
P one deduces that

Therefore one concludes that

uniformly for all cP E L 2;oo(G) with compact support, and then by continuity for all cP E

L2;oo(G), and for all J.l < J.lC,G. Hence, taking the supremum over J.l,

(14)

for all cP E L2,oo(G). Thus the local Garding inequality (12) for C implies the global
homogeneous Garding inequality (14) for the principal part P. The converse statement is
part of the next proposition.
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In the sequel we establish for general G that the local Gar-ding inequality for C is in fact
equivalent to a global inequality for the principal part P. But the proof of this assertion is
very indirect and will result from detailed analysis of the operators dLG(C). The key to the
analysis is the passage to a reduced weighted algebraic basis and the introduction of the
corresponding homogeneous contraction Go of G. It is a remarkable fact that the Gar-ding
inequalities on G and Go are equivalent. The next proposition compares various versions
of the Garding inequalities for G and Go. It should be emphasized that in the following
proposition all the conditions are equivalent and, in addition, all the ellipticity constants
are equal. But at this stage we are only able to establish some of these connections. (We
prove the equivalence of the remaining implications in Section 10.)

Proposition 4.6 Let G be a connected Lie group, at, . .. ,ad' a reduced weighted algebraic
basis of the Lie algebra g of G, Go the corresponding homogeneous contraction of G and
V, va open neighbourhoods of the identity in G and Go, respectively. Further let m E 2wN
and C be an m-th order form with principal part P. Consider the following conditions.

1 (1') There is a J1. > 0 and v E R such that

Re(cp, dLG(C)cp) 2:: J1. (N~;m/2(cp))2 - v IIcpll~

for all cp E L2;oo(G) (Jor all cp E C;'(V)).

2 (2') There is a J1. > 0 and v E R such that

Re(cp, dLG(P)cp) 2:: J1. (N~;m/2(cp))2 - v IIcpll~

for all cp E L2;oo(G) (Jor all cp E C;'(V)).

3 (3') There is a J1. > 0 and v E R such that

Re(cp, dLGo(C)cp) 2:: J1. (N~;m/2(cp))2 - v IIcpll~

for all cp E L2;oo(GO) (Jor all cp E C;,(va)).

4 (4') There is a J1. > 0 and v E R such that

Re(cp, dLGo(P)cp) 2:: J1. (N~;m/2(CP)? - v Ilcpll~

for all cp E L2;oo(GO) (Jor all cp E C;,(va)).

5 (5') There is a J1. > 0 such that

Re(cp, dLGo (P)cp) 2:: J1. (N~;m/2( cp)?

for all cp E L2;oo(GO) (Jor all cp E C;,(va)).

Then 1 => l' => 3 {::} 3' {::} 4 {::} 4' {::} 5 {::} 5' {::: 2' {::: 2. Moreover, if l' is valid then
J1.c,G :5 J1.P,Go = J1.c,Go and if 2' is valid J1.P,G :5 J1.P,Go = J1.c,Go .

Proof Clearly each of the five unprimed conditions implies its primed version and 5 => 4
and 5' => 4'. But we have already argued that 3' => 5 and hence 4' => 5. Therefore we
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have 3' => 5 ¢:} 5' ¢:} 4 ¢:} 4'. Hence it suffices to prove that l' => 4' and 5 => 3, because
2' => 4' follows from l' => 4'.

First we prove 5 => 3. Let Po be the form defined in (13). It was established in [AER],
Proposition 2.1, that dL(Po) is a positive self-adjoint operator and there exists a c > 0
such that

!I<Pl/~;m ~ C (I/dL(Po)<Pl/2 + !I<P!l2)

for all <p E D(dL(Po)) = L~;m. Now let C1 be a form of order less than or equal to m.
Then the operator dL(C1+ct) is symmetric and dL(Po)-bounded, by the foregoing bounds.
Hence by Theorem VI.1.38 of [Kat] one deduces that there exist C1 > 0 and C2 E R such
that

1(<p,dL(C1+ct)<p)1 ~ c1(<p,dL(Po)<p) + c211<p11~

for all <p E L~;m. The same argument applies to the operator i(dL(C1 - ct)) and by linear
combination it follows that there exist c~ > 0 and ~ E R such that

Next there exists a C3 > 0 such that

for all <p E L~;m (see [EIR6] Corollary 2.6.II). Combining these estimates it follows that for
all 0' E J(d') with 1/0'11 ~ m there exist Cll C2 > 0 such that

for all <p E L~;m. Therefore, by a scaling argument, one concludes that

I(<p, Aa<p) I ~ c1cm-llall(N~;m/2(<P)? + c2c-lIallll<pl/~

for all c > 0 if 1/0'1/ < m and

(15)

(16)

if 110'1/ = m. Now the implication 5 => 3 follows from (15). Moreover, it follows from the
proof that J-lc,Go = J-lP,Go.

Now we prove the implication l' => 4'. We temporarily denote by ( ., . )0 the inner
product on L2(GO) and (., . ) the inner product on L2(G). Let W be the open neigh
bourhood of 0 in g as introduced in Lemma 3.3.V. We may assume that exp(W) ~ V
and that expo(W) = va. We will use the notation of Section 3. Let <p E C~(VO) and set
'ljJ = <p 0 expo E C~(W). For t E [0,1] set

PXCf ) = L:: cax(t)a ,
aEJ(d')
lIall=m

where we have used multi-index notation. Then

Re(<p,dLGo(P)<p)o = Ref da'ljJ(a)(PxcO)'ljJ)(a)
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and we approximate Re Jda .,p(a) (PX(O).,p )(a) by Re Jda ut(a) .,p(a) (PX(t).,p )(a).
Let t E (O,l]. Now Lemma 3.6, applied to .,pt-1 gives

PX(t).,p = PX(t)(.,pt-1)t = tm(PX.,pt-1)t ,

where Px = PX(l). Since .,pt-1, PX(t).,pt-1 E C~(;t(W)) one can then use Lemma 3.8 to
deduce that

·Re j daut(a).,p(a)(Px(t).,p)(a)

=tmRe j daut(a)(.,pt-l)t(a)(Px.,pt-l)t(a)

= tmRe j dau(a).,pt-1(a)(Px .,pt-1)(a)

=tmRe (( .,pt-1 0 log), dLa(P) (tPt-1 0 log))

= tmRe (( tPt-1 0 log), dLa(C)(.,pt-1 0 log))

- L: tmRe (( tPt-10 log), Ca dLa (Aa)( .,pt-1 0 log))
lIall<m

Since dLa(C) satisfies the Garding inequality on C~(V) one then obtains the estimate

Re J daut(a).,p(a)(PX(t)tP)(a)

~ p tm(N(1);2;m/2( .,pt-10 log))2 - II tm IItPt-1 0 log 1I~1);2

- L: tmRe((.,pt-1olog),cadLa(Aa)(.,pt-1o log))
lIall<m

= ptm max Jdau(a) I(X(1)a.,pt_1)(a)12 -lItmjdau(a) ItPt-1(a)12
lIall=m/2

- L: tmReca J dau(a)tPt-1(a)(X(1)a.,pt-1)(a) ,
Ilall<m

where N(t);2;m/icp) and IIcpll(t);2 denote the seminorm and norm of cp on the group Ct. Since
.,pt-1,X(1)atf;t-1 E C~(;t(W)) one can again use Lemmas 3.8 and 3.6 to deduce that

Re j da ut(a) tf;(a) (Px(t).,p)(a)

~ ptm max Jdaut(a) I(X(1)atf;t-1)t(a)12 -lItmjdaut(a) l(tPt-1)t(a)12
lIall=m/2

- L: tmReca j daut(a)(.,pt-l)t(a)(X(l)a.,pt-l)t(a)
lIall<m

= p max jdaut(a) I(X(t)atf;)(a) 12 -lItmj daut(a) 1.,p(a)12
lIall=m/2

- L: tm- liall Re Ca j da Ut(a) tf;(a)(x(t)a.,p)(a)
lIall<m
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Now it follows from (11) that limt_O O"t(a) = limt_O 0"(It (a)) = 0"(0) = 1 = O"o(a)
uniformly for all a E W. Therefore, as an application of Lemma 3.5, one estimates

Re(<p,dLGo(P)<p)o = Re j da.,p(a)(PX(ol.,p)(a)

= limRe j da O"t(a) .,p(a) (PX(I).,p)(a)
t-O

~ lim .(J.t max J da O"t(a) l(x(t)a.,p)(a)12- II tm Jda O"t(a) 1.,p(a)12

t-O lIall=m/2

- I: tm-lialiReca j daO"t(a).,p(a)(X(t)a.,p)(a))
lIall<m

= J.t max jdaO"o(a) I(x(o)a.,p)(a) 1
2 = J.t(N[O)'2'm/2(<P)?

Ilall=m/2 ••

This completes the proof of the proposition.

5 Homogeneous groups

D

Our approach to the analysis of subcoercive operators on the Lie group G is to study
the comparable problem on the homogeneous contraction Go of G and then to extend
the results to G by a parametrix argument. Therefore we must first analyze subcoercive
operators on homogeneous groups.

Let g be a homogeneous Lie algebra with respect to a family of dilations (It)t>o and
ab ... ,ad' an algebraic basis such that /t(aj) = t Wi aj for some Wj E [1,00). Then ab ... ,ad'
is a reduced weighted algebraic basis by Example 2.8. Further let G be the corresponding
connected, simply connected, homogeneous Lie group and C: J(d') -+ C a G-weighted
subcoercive form of order m where m E 2wN. In this section we also assume the form
C is homogeneous, so C = P, the principal part of C. Let H = dL(C) be the corre
sponding weighted subcoercive operator on L2( G). We frequently use the fact that H is a
homogeneous operator.

First we prove that Hlego is hypoelliptic and then, using a variety of standard L2
techniques, we deduce that H generates a holomorphic semigroup S on the sector A(Be )
with a smooth kernel ]( satisfying Gaussian type bounds. The homogeneous structure of
the Lie algebra g is exploited through scaling arguments. The arguments are an amalga
mation of methods used in [HeN] [EIR3] and [AER].

As a preliminary we observe that Be > O. Set

T = sup{ IIm(dLG(P)<p, <p)I/(N~;m/2(<P)? : <p E L2;oo(G), c.p -:I O}

Then T < 00 by (16) and Be ~ arctan(J.tT-1) > O.

Lemma 5.1 The operator Hlego = dL(C)lego is hypoelliptic.

Proof We prove that dL(C) is a Rockland operator, Le., the operator dU(C) is injective
on Hoo(U) for each non-trivial irreducible representation (H, G, U). But this is equivalent
to hypoellipticity by the Helffer-Nourrigat theorem [HeN].
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It follows by the definition of subcoercivity and the homogeneity of G that

for all cp E L2;00(G), where J.t = J.tC,G is the ellipticity constant (see Proposition 4.6). So

Re(cp, dL(C)cp) ~ J.t a~J1~) Re(-1 )Ia l(cp, A(a.,a)cp)

lIall=m/2

(17)

for all cp E L2;00(G). Now we argue as in Section 2 and the proof of Proposition 4.6.2 in
Helffer-Nourrigat [HeN] that

Re(x,dU(C)x) ~ J.t a~J1~) Re(-I)la l(x,A(a.,a)x)

lIall=m/2

(18)

for every irreducible unitary representation ('H, G, U) and every x E 'Hoo(U).
At this point we merely sketch the proof. In the proof of Proposition 10.2 we need

a refinement of this result and we then give full details. First we note that Proposition
2.1 of [HeN], which gives a norm comparison for two operators, has a version expressed
in terms of the forms of the operators. This is evident from the proof of the proposition
which relies on Fourier transformation. Replacing the Fourier transforms of the operator
norms by similar transforms of the operator forms does not affect the argument.

Secondly, one deduces (18) from (17) by the same argument that establishes Proposition
4.6.2 as a consequence of Proposition 4.6.1 in [HeN]. This relies upon the form version of
Proposition 2.1.

One immediately deduces from (18) that

Re(x, dU(C)x) ~ J.t (N&;m/2(X)? (19)

for every irreducible unitary representation ('H, G, U) and every x E 'Hoo(U).
Now let ('H, G, U) be a non-trivial irreducible unitary representation and for x E 'Hoo(U)

suppose dU(C)x = O. Then (x,dU(C)x) = 0 and one deduces from (19) that N&;m/2(X) =
O. Then dU(aj)m/(2w,)x = 0 and, by spectral theory, one also has dU(aj)x = 0 for all
i E {I, ... , d'}. Since aI, ... ,ad' is an algebraic basis for g it follows that dU(a)x = 0 for
all a E g and since U is non-trivial this implies that x = O. Thus dL(C) is a Rockland
operator and therefore hypoelliptic. IJ

The Helffer-Nourrigat theorem even states that the operator H +>'1 is hypoelliptic for
all >. E C. Next we establish a variant of hypoellipticity involving an extension of H.

Lemma 5.2 Let cp E D((Ht)*) where Ht = dL(Ct). If ((Ht)* + >'I)cp E L2;00 for some
,\ E R then cp E L2 ;00'

Proof For all"p E L2 ;00 the function 9 1-+ (L(g)"p,cp) is infinitely differentiable and

fa dg ((Ht +>.1)r)(g) ("p, L(g-l)cp) = fa dgr(g) ((Ht +>'1)L(g)"p,cp)

= fa dgr(g) ("p,L(g-l)((Ht)* +>'I)cp)
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for all T E C:,(G). Since L2 ;00 is norm dense in L2 it follows from the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem that

for all T E C:,(G) and t/J E L2 •

Now let t/J E L2 and define the functions u,v:G -+ C by u(g) = (t/J,L(g-l)c.p) and
v(g) = (t/J,L(g-l)«Ht)* + >'I)c.p). Then (H +>'I)u = v as distributions. Since H +>'1 is
hypoelliptic, by Lemma 5.1, and v E Coo(G), it follows that u E Coo(G). This is valid for
all t/J E L2 , so c.p E L2 ;00. 0

The hypoellipticity of H has many consequences, in particular for regularity properties.

Corollary 5.3

I. The operator H is closed in L2 •

II. For all n E N one has D(Hn) = L~;nm, with equivalent norms. There exists a c> 0
such that

for all c.p E D(Hn).

III. The spaces L2 ;00 and C:' (G) are cores for Hn, for all n EN.

IV. If n E Nand k E (0, nm) then there exists a c > 0 such that

for all c > 0 and c.p E L~;nm'

V. If n E Nand k E (0, nm) then there exists a c > 0 such that

for all c > 0 and c.p E L~;nm'

Proof This follows from the Helffer-Nourrigat theory and scaling. See also [AER] Propo
sition 2.1. 0

Proposition 5.4 The operator H = dL(C) generates a holomorphic semigroup S on
L2(G), with a holomorphy sector containing the sector A(Oc), which satisfies IISz112-+2 ~ 1
for all Z E A(Oc).

Proof The Garding inequality establishes that

for all >. > 0 and c.p E L2;00. Hence

(20)
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for all ep E D(H). So H +AI is injective for all A > O. If we show that the range R(H +AI)
of H +AI is equal to L2 for some A > 0 then it follows from the Hille-Yosida theorem that
H generates a contraction semigroup. It suffices to prove that R(H + AI) is dense since
the space R(H + AI) is closed by (20).

The formal adjoint ct is also a G-weighted subcoercive form so we can apply the above
reasoning to Ht = dL(ct) and deduce that

(21)

for all ep E D(Ht) = L~;m and A > O. Fix A > O. Let P be the projection of L2 onto
R(Ht +AI). By (21) the map T: (Ht +AI)ep H ep from R(Ht +AI) into L2 is continuous.
Let E = T P. Then E is continuous and E(Ht + AI)ep = ep for all ep E L~im' So for all
t/J E L2 one has

(E*t/J,(Ht + AI)ep) = (t/J,E(Ht + AI)ep) = (t/J,ep)

for all ep E L~;m' Therefore E*t/J E D((Ht + AI)*) and

(Ht + AI)*E*t/J = t/J

Now it follows from Lemma 5.2 that E*t/J E L2;oo ~ D(H + >..I) for all t/J E L2;oo' Hence

(H +AI)E*t/J = t/J

for all t/J E L2;oo' Therefore L2iOO ~ R(H +AI) and R(H +>..I) is dense. Thus H generates
a contraction semigroup.

Finally, for any °E (-Oe, Oe) the form eifJC is also a G-weighted subcoercive form of
order m, so the operator eifJ H = dU(eifJC) is the generator of a contraction semigroup.
Then by [Kat], Theorem IX.1.23, it follows that H is the generator of a holomorphic
semigroup which is holomorphic in a sector with angle at least Oe. This completes the
proof of the proposition. 0

Let I . I be a homogeneous modulus on G (see [HeS]). Extend the algebraic basis to
a vector space basis al, ... , ad', ... ,ad such that for each i E {d' + 1, ... ,d} there exists
a Wi E [1,00) such that ft(ai) = tWiai for all t > O. Set D' = Ef=l Wi. Note that
D' = E,,>o >.. dim(g.~./g,,), where (g,,)A>o is the filtration corresponding to the weighted
algebraic basis. - -

Proposition 5.5 The holomorphic semigroup S generated by H has a smooth kernel K E
LliOO ( G) n COiOO ( G) such that

(AOSzep)(g) = fa dh (AOKz)(h) ep(h-lg)

for all a E J(d'), z E A(Oe), ep E L2(G) and 9 E G. Moreover, the function z H Kz(g) is
analytic on A(Oe), uniformly for 9 E G, and for each Q' E J(d') and e E (O,Oe) there exist
b, c > 0 such that

I(AOKz)(g)1 ~ cIzl-CD'+lIoll)/me-b(lglmlzl-l)l/(m-l)

for all z E A(Oe - c) and all 9 E G.
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Proof The proof is almost the same as the proofs of Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.3
in [AER], so we only indicate the one significant difference. This occurs at the beginning
of the proof of Proposition 2.2, where the spectral theorem was used to establish for all
n E N the existence of a Cl > 0 such that

(22)

uniformly for all.\ E A(Tr/2+Dc -e) with 1.\1 = 1 for the self-adjoint operator H in [AER].
Since the present operator H is not necessarily symmetric we have to give a new proof of

(22), uniformly for .\ E A(Tr/2 +Dc - e) with 1.\1 = l.
Let n E N. By Corollary 5.3 there exist Cll C2 > 0 such that N~;nm(<p) :5 cIIIHn<p1l2 and

IIHn -i<p1l2 :5 <5i IlHn <p1l2 +C2 <5-n+i ll<p1l2

for all <p E L~;nm' j E {I, ... , n - I} and <5 > o. Let .\ E A(Tr/2 +Dc - e). Then

IIH"'I'II ::; II(Al+ H)"'I'II,+t (;) IAli IIH"-i'I'll,

::; II (Al+ H)"'I'11,+t, (;) IAli (oillH" '1'11,+ c, o-"+i 11'1'11,)

= 11(.\1 + Ht<p1l2 + ((1 + 1.\I<5t - 1) IIHn<p1l2 + <5-nC2 ((1 + 1.\1<5)n - I) 1I<p1l2

for all <p E L~;nm.

Let DE (-Dc +c/2,Dc -e/2) be such that p = eiD .\ E A(Tr/2-e/2). Then the Garding
inequality, applied to the form eiDe, gives

11(.\1 + H)<p11211<p1l2 = lI(pI + eiDH)<p11211<p1l2 ~ Re(<p, (pI +eiDH)<p)

~ (Rep)II<pII~ ~ Ipl sin(e/2) 11<p11~ = /.\1 sin(e/2) 1I<p1l~

for all <p E L~;m. Hence by induction

uniformly for all .\ E A(Tr /2 +Dc - e) and <p E L~;nm.

Taking <5 > 0 such that (1 + 1.\1<5)n - 1 = 1/2 one establishes that

uniformly for all .\ E A( Tr /2 + Dc - e) and <p E L~;nm, where the value of C3 is given by
C3 = 2Cl + 2CIC2«(3/2)1/n - I)sin(e/2))-n. Next, using Proposition 5.3.IV one deduces
that there exists a C4 > 0 such that

So the operators (.\1 +Htn map the Hilbert space L2 continuously into the Banach space

L~;nm and
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uniformly for all ,\ E A(7r/2 + ()o - e:) with 1,\1 = 1.
Now one can proceed as in [AER]. We omit the details. o
Define Kt = 0 for t :5 O. Then (t,g) 1-+ Kt(g) is a COO-function on (R x G)\{(O,e)}

and the Gaussian bounds imply that this function is a distribution on R x G.

Proposition 5.6 One has ((at +H)I<t)(g) = 6(t) 6(g) as distributions.

Proof It follows from [AER] that ((at + H)I<t)(g) = 0 pointwise if (t,g) :f; (0, e). The
fact that (t,g) 1-+ Kt(g) is a fundamental solution of the operator at +H then follows as
in Folland [Fol1] Proposition 3.3. 0

Next we introduce another class of differential operators which turns out to be very
useful in Sections 7 and 8 in the proof for general Lie groups that weighted subcoercive
operators generate holomorphic semigroups. It is evident that one has bounds

for all a E J(d') and n E [0,00). Thus differentiating introduces an additional singularity
r llo<lI/m but multiplication with Igln introduces a factor tn / m , which effectively removes
the singularity. This motivates the following definition. Let MJ denote the operator of
multiplication with the function f. An n-th order differential operator with variable Coo_
coefficients fo<'

L = L MJaAO< ,
o<EJ(d')
1I001I$n

on an open set V containing the identity element e, is defined to be an operator of actual
order N if there exists a c > 0 and an open neighbourhood B of the identity e such that

Ifo«g)1:5 c Iglna(N)

for all a E J(d') with lIall :5 nand 9 E B n V where no«N) = (liall - N) V O.
One can restate the foregoing inequalities.

Corollary 5.7 Let L be a differential operator on V of actual order N with N E [0,00).
Then for each compact subset B of V there exist b, c > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

1(LI<t)(g) I :5 c Itl-(D'+N)/mewte-b(lglmltl-l)l/(m-l)

uniformly for all 9 E Band t > O.

The next lemma gives another description of the actual order of a differential operator.

Lemma 5.8 Let V be an open neighbourhood of the identity element e in G and cp: V -+ C
a COO-function. Then for each n E [1,00) the following are equivalent.

I. (Ao<cp)(e) = 0 for all a E J(d') with lIall < n.

II. For every compact neighbourhood I< of e such that K C V there exists c > 0 such
that Icp(g)1 :5 elgin for all 9 E I<.
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III. There exist a compact neighbourhood K of e such that K C V and a c > 0 such that
Irp(g) I~ c Igln for all g E K.

Proof Extend the algebraic basis al, ... ,ad' to a vector space basis al,. _. ,ad such that
for all i > d' there exists a Wi E [1, (0) with "Yt(ai) = tWiai for all t > O. Define a modulus
I-Ion g by

where
W = minix E [1, (0) : x E wiN for all i E {I, ... ,dn

Then by scaling there exists a c ~ 1 such that

c-llal ~ lexpal ~ clal

for all a E g. Moreover, lIall ~ dI / 2 lal if lIall ~ 1. Next, let Xi = XP) be the vector fields
defined by (7), but now for the full basis of the Lie algebra g. Let t/J = rp 0 exp and N E N
with N ~ n. Then for all a = L:t=I ei ai E 9 one has by the usual Taylor formula

rp(expa) = t/J(a) = L a!-I(Xat/J)(O)ea +O(llaIlN
) = L a!-l(Aarp)(e)ea +O(laIN

)

aEJ(d) aEJ(d)
lal~N lal~N

= L a!-I(Aarp)(e) ea +O(jal n
)

aEJ(d)
lal~N

as a --t O. Here a! = kI!. .. kd! if a = (it, ... , im ) and k, = #{j E {I, ... , m} : ij = I}. But
if a E J(d) with lal ~ Nand lIall ~ n then

(23)

(24)

where we have used the inequality leil ~ lal w,. Hence

rp(expa) = L a!-I(Aarp)(e)~a +O(laln)
aEJ(d)
lIall<n

Now the implication I::::}II is obvious.
The implication II::::} III is trivial.
III::::}!. Suppose that Irp(g)l ~ c Igin for all g E K. Then rp(e) = O. We shall prove

by induction on k that (Aarp)(e) = 0 for all a E J(d) with lIall = k. Let k E [O,n) and
suppose that (Aarp)(e) = 0 for all a with lIall < k. Then for all a = L:t=l ~iai E 9 one has

L a!-I(Aarp)(e) ea = rp(exp a)
aEJ(d)
lIall=k

L a!-I(Aarp)(e)~a +O(laln) = o(lalk)
aEJ(d)

n>lIall>k

by (23) and (24). Next fix a = L:t=l ~i ai E g. Then the scaling TJi = UW'~i gives

Uk L (Aarp)(e) ~a = L (Aarp)(e) TJa = o(hu(a)lk) = o(uk)
aEJ(d) aEJ(d)
lIall=k lIall=k
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(25)

for all small u > O. Therefore

L 0!-1(Aocp)(e)eo = 0
oEJ(d)
lIoll=k

We next prove that (Aocp)(e) = 0 for all MEN and all 0 E J(d) with 11011 = k and
101 = M. The proof is by induction on M. If M = 1 then 0 = (i) for some i E {I, ... , d}
and one substitutes e= (0, ... ,1, ... ,0) with the non-zero entry in the i-th place. Therefore
(Aacp)(e) = 0 if 101 = 1. Next let MEN, M ~ 2 and suppose that (Aocp)(e) = 0 for all
o E J(d) with 11011 = k and 101 < M. Let 0 = (it, ... ,iM) E J(d), j E {l, ... ,M -I}
with 11011 = k. If f3 = (it, ... ,ij-1,ij+t,ij,ij+2, ... ,iM) then

d

(Aocp)(e) = (APcp)(e) +LC~iii+l (A6'cp)(e)
1=1

where the C~j are the structure constants of g with respect to the basis a1, • .. , ad and 61 =
(i1, ••• ,ij_t,i,ij+2, ... ,iM)' Sinceg is homogeneous one has c~iii+1 = 0 if WI #- Wii +Wii+l'

Therefore 116dl = k for alIi such that the term in the sum does not vanish. But 16d = M -1.
Hence by the induction hypothesis (A'\?)(e) = O. It follows that (Aocp)(e) = (APcp)(e).
Consequently, (A°O'cp)(e) = (Aocp)(e) for all 0 = (it, ... ,iM ) E J(d) with 11011 = k and all
(j E SM, the permutation group, where Oq = (iq(l}7 ••• , iq(M))' Now it follows from (25) by
differentiation that (Aocp)(e) = O. 0

One important implication of the Lemma 5.8 is that if L1 and L2 are differential oper
ators with variable coefficients and actual orders N1 and N2 , respectively, then L 1 0 L 2 is
a similar operator but with actual order N1 +N2 •

Finally we need an estimate for the kernel of the resolvent of the closed operator H =
dL(C). The resolvent is defined by the Laplace transform

(>'1 +H)-l =100

dt e->.tSt

for all >. E C with Re>' > O. But it then follows from the estimates of Proposition 5.5 that
(>.1 + H)-l has a kernel R>. given by

R>.(g) =100

dt e->.tKt(g)

and R>. E L1(G) with

IIR>.1I1 $ C (Re >.t1

for a suitable c > 0 and all >. E C such that Re>' > O. Since K t E COO (G) for t > 0 it
follows that R>. E COO(G\{e}). Moreover, AOR>. E L1(G) for all 0 E J(d) with 11011 < m
and

IIAoR>.1I1 $ c'(Re >.)-(m- liolD/m

for Re>' > O. (For a related detailed discussion of strongly elliptic operators see [Rob2]
Section III.6b and Appendix A of [EIR4].) Higher derivatives of R>. are, however, not in
L1(G) because of singularities at the identity e. Nevertheless we now note that differential
operators of order larger or equal to m but with actual order less than m do map R>. into
L1(G).
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Lemma 5.9 Let L be a differential operator on V of actual order N with N E [0, m} and
B a compact subset of V. If IB denotes the characteristic function of B then IBLR>. E L1
and there are c > 0 and p ~ 0 such that

for all ,\ E C with Re,\ > p.

Proof It follows directly from Corollary 5.7 that

1I1BLR>.1I1 ~ c'hdg100
dt e-(>.-",,)tc(D'+N)/me-b(/glmltl-l)l/(m-l)

~ c'looo dt fa dh e-(>.-",,)tt-N/me-blhlm/(m-l) ~ c"('\ - w)-l+N/m

Therefore one can choose p = 2w and c = 2c".

6 Distances

o

In this section we introduce a distance on the (general) connected Lie group G, together
with a new distance on the homogeneous contraction Go. Let ab"" ad' be a reduced
weighted algebraic basis for the (general) Lie algebra 1J and extend this algebraic basis to
a full basis all"" ad', • •• ,ad with weights Wb ••• , Wd as in Remark 2.2. So each ai, for
i > d', is a commutator of elements of the algebraic basis. Set

d

D' = L Wi = L'\ dim(1J>./g>.) .
i=1 >'>0 -

Then D' is independent of the extension of the algebraic basis to a full basis and we refer
to it as the local dimension of G with respect to the (reduced) weighted algebraic basis.
This name is justified by the estimates of Proposition 6.1.11 given below.

Let Gt and eXPt, for t E [0,1], be as in Section 3. We introduce a distance I . I~ on
Gt • Although we are mainly interested in the cases t = 0 and t = 1 the construction is
identical for all t E [0, 1]. Let Bft

), i E {I, ... ,d}, be the left invariant vector fields on Gt

corresponding to ai, i.e.,

(Bft)tP)(g) = ~ tP(gexPt(sai))L=o

for tP E COO(Gt). Then for h > 0 let Ct(h) be the set of all absolutely continuous functions
c.p: [0, 1] ~ Gt which satisfy the differential equation

almost everywhere with
Ic.pi(s) I < hWi

for all i E {I, ... , d'} and s E [0,1]. Now define the distance d~(g; h) between two elements
g, hE Gt by

d~(g ; h) = inf{h > 0 : 3""ECI(e5)[ c.p(O) =9 and c.p(l) = h]}
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and the modulus I . I~ on Gt by Igl~ = d~(g j e). Since al, ... , ad' is an algebraic basis for
(g, [., . ]t) it follows from a theorem of Caratheodory that dag j h) is finite for all g, h E Gt
(see also [NSW]). Moreover d~(kg j kh) = d~(g j h) for all g, h, k E Gt •

If t = 0 the modulus I . I~ has the scaling property h/,,(g)l~ = s Igl~ for all 9 EGo.
Therefore, if I . 1 is the homogeneous modulus on Go introduced in Section 5 then there
exists a c > 0 such that c-llgl $ Igl~ $ c Igl for all 9 EGo.

Next, for 8 > 0 let
B~t)' = {g E Gt : Igl~ < 8}

be the ball in Gt with radius 8. We denote by IB~t)'lt the measure of B~t), with respect
to the fixed (left-)Haar measure Pt on Gt (see (10». If t = 1 we drop the subscript and
superscript t as before. Moreover, if confusion is possible, we write Igl(l1) = Igl' to indicate
the dependence of the modulus on the reduced weighted algebraic basis.

Finally, since WI, ••• ,Wd' have a common multiple it follows that WI, • •• ,Wd also have
a common multiple. Set

W = min{x E [1,00): x E wiN for all i E {I, ... ,d}}

Then define a modulus 1·1 on g by

It follows from the next proposition that the moduli I . I~ are comparable locally.

Proposition 6.1 Let t E [0,1].

I. There exist c ~ 1 and c E (0,1] such that

for all a E g with Iiall $ c, where II . II is a Euclidean norm on g.

II. There exists a c ~ 1 such that

for all 8 E (0,1].

Proof We may assume that all weights are integers. Indeed, if one multiplies all weights
with a positive constant then the distance and modulus are replaced by the appropriate
root of the old distance and modulus and the constants c with the appropriate powers.

For all n E N we define cit): gn --+ Gt by setting C1t)(bl ) = eXPt(bl ) and

C~t)(bb ... ,bn) = eXPt(bt} C~~l (b2 , ••• , bn) eXPt(-bl) C~~l(b2 , •• • , bn)-l

for n > 1.
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Lemma 6.2 For all N E N there exist eN > 0 and CNP E R with fJ E J(N), IfJl 2: N + 1
such that

C~)(bll ... ' bN) = eXPt([bll [... [bN- ll bN]t ...]t]t +RN(bll ... , bN))

for all bl , ... , bN E N with IIbi li :5 eN, where

RN(b17"" bN) = ~ cNpb[,e],
PEJ(N)
IPI~N+l

and b[,e], = [bip [... [bim_p bim]t .. .]t]t if fJ = (ill' .. ' im). Moreover, the sum in RN IS
absolutely convergent and

~ IIcNpb[,eltll:5 1
PEJ(N)
IPI~N+l

Proof This follows from the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula and induction on N
(see [NSW] Lemma 2.21 and [VSC] Section III.3). 0

In the next lemma we replace one low-order term in an element of the Lie algebra by
several ai with i E {I, ... , d'} and another element of the Lie algebra which is not much
larger than the original element. Since it is not possible to control all terms individually,
we control all high-order terms together.

Lemma 6.3 For all MEN and ao E Jt(d') there exist n E Nand i 17 ••• , in E {I, ... , d'}
with the property that for each C 2: 1 there exist C' 2: 1 and e E (0,1] such that for ~ E (0, e)
and COl E R with a E J+ (d') the properties

1. a = ~ caa[a], converges absolutely,
aEJ+ (d')

2. leal :5 c~lIall for a E Jt(d'),

3. II ~ Caa[alt II :5 C~M+l and,
aEJ(d')
lIal~M+I

4. Col = 0 for all a E J,tol-I (d')

imply the existence of c~ E R, a E J+(d'), and S17"" Sn E R such that

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

b = ~ C~a[a], converges absolutely,
aEJ+ (d')

1e~1 :5 c'~lIall for a E Jt(d'),

II ~ C~a[altll:5 C'~M+l,
aEJ+(d')
lal~M+l

ISil:5 C'~Wij for allj E {l, ... ,n},

{

c'a = 0 for all a E J1tol-1 (d')

c' = 0010

c~ = Col if lal = laol and a =f:. ao, and,
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Proof There exists au> 0 such that the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff series converges
absolutely with respect to [', ']t on {a E g : lIall ~ u}. We may assume that u = 2. Let
MEN and ao E Jt(d'). Write ao = (h, ... ,iN) where N = laol. Let CNP E Rand
eN > 0 be as in Lemma 6.2. It is clear that there are n E N and it, ... , in E {I, ... , d'}
such that one has the identity

(26)

for all Tt, • .• , TN E R, where for each I there exists a k such that Wlai, = Tlcai,,'

Let C ~ 1. Let e E (0,1] be such that lIall ~ 1 for all a = E caa[ah where the Ca
satisfy 1., 2., 3. and 4. in the statement of the lemma for some 6 E (0, e) and, moreover,
e < eNC-1d-1 •

Now for 6 E (0, e) let a = E caa[ah E g and suppose that 1., 2., 3. and 4. are valid. Let
Tl = sgn(cao ) ICaolwiIlllaoll and TI = ICao/wir/llaoll for alII E {2, ... , N}. Then lTd ~ C6wir for
alII E {I, ... , N} and Tl •..•• TN = Cao' Let a" = a - caoa[aoh' Then

a = (caoa[aoh +RN(Tlaill' •. ,TNaiN)) + (all - RN(Tlaill" ., TNaiN))

We estimate RN(Tlait, ... , TNaiN)' One has

RN(Tl aill···,TNaiN) = L CNpT{3b[{Jlt ,
(3EJ(N)
1{3I~N+l

where blc = ai" for all k E {I, ... , N}. But b[p)t = a[alt with a = (ilcll'" ,ilcm ) if f3 =
(kt, ... , km ) E J+(N). Then

IT{31 = I:fi Tlcll ~ :fi C6
Wj

", = cm611all ~ CM611all
1=1 1=1

if m = 1f31 = lal ~ M. Similarly one deduces that

II L CN{3T{3b[{Jh II = II L CN/3(dCN1T )fJ(d-
1cN )lfJ1b[{J}t II

(3EJ(N) /3EJ(N)
1{3I~M+l 1{3I~M+l

~ (CdcNI 6)M+l

where we have used C6 < 1 and Lemma 6.2. So one can write

a = (caoa[aoh +RN(Tl ail, ..• , TNaiN)) + alii

with alii = E c~'a[ah absolutely convergent. The coefficients c'~' satisfy the estimates Ic~'1 ~

C1611all for a E Jt(d') with a C1 ~ 1 which depends only on M, ao and C,

" L c~'a[altll ~ C16
M

+l
aEJ(d')
lal~M+l
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and, in addition, d~' = 0 for all a E J1:o1_l(d'), d~~ = 0 and d~' = Cer if lal = laol and
a#- ao. Then by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula one obtains as before that

where b = EereJ(d') dera[erle for some der E R such that 5., 6., 7. and 9. in the statement of
the lemma are valid for some C' ~ 1 which depends only on M, ao and C. Inverting the
first element of the left hand side and using (26) gives 8. and 10.. 0

Now we complete the proof of Proposition 6.1. Let d}2) be the unweighted distance
with respect to the algebraic basis al, ... , ad' defined as follows. For 6 > 0 let C?)(6) be
the set of all absolutely continuous functions c.p: [0, 1] ~ Gt which satisfy the differential
equation

almost everywhere with

Ic.pi(s) 1 < h

for all i E {I, ... , d'} and S E [0,1]. Then the distance d~2)(g j h) between two elements
g, h E Gt is defined by

Next let M = r max(WI, ••• , Wd' ), where r is the rank of the algebraic basis al, ... , ad"

Then
Ct(2) (hM / r ) ~ Ct ( 6) ~ c12

)(6)

for all 6 E (0,1]. Hence d~2)(gjh) ~ d~(gjh) ~ (d~2)(gjh))r/M for all g,h E Gt with
d~(g j h) ~ 1. It follows, however, from [NSW], Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 4, that there

exist Cl E (0,1] and Cl ~ 1 such that d~2)(eXPta j e) ~ Clilaip/r for all a E 9 with lIall ~ Cl'
Therefore

IeXPt al~ = d~(exPt a j e) ~ C211 a ll l /M

for all a E 9 with Iiall ~ ct, where C2 = C;/M.
It follows by induction from Lemma 6.3 that there exist n EN, i l , ... , in E {I, ... ,d'},

C3 ~ 1 and c E (0,1] such that for all 6 E (0, c) and all a = EereJ1(d') cera[erle with

Cer E Rand Icerl ~ 611all , a E J:(d'), there are da E R, for a E J(d') with lal ~ M +
1 and St, ... , Sn E R such that eXPt(a) = eXPt(b) eXPt(slaiJ ... eXPt(Snain), where b =
EaeJ(d'); lal~M+! daa[ale converges absolutely. Moreover, IIbll ~ C30M +! and ISjl ~ C30Wi

j

for all j E {I, ... , n}. But by the choice of ad'+!, ••• ,ad there exists for all j E {I, ... , d}
an aj E Jr(d') such that aj = a[ajle and lIajll = Wj.

Now let a E 9 and suppose that lal < min(c, Cilcd. Write

a = l: caa[ale
aeJ+(d')

with Ca = 0 if a rt {at, ... , ad}' Then Ieaj I ~ lalWj = lap1ajll for all j E {I, ... , d} and
hence leal ~ laplall for all a E J:(d'). So for all a E J(d') with lal ~ M + 1 there
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exist a c'Q E Rand Sh ••• ,Sn E R such that eXPt(a) = eXPt(b) eXPt(Slail) ... eXPt(snain),
where b = EQeJ(dl); IQI~M+l c'Qa(QJt converges absolutely, and, moreover, IIbll ~ C3 IaIM+l
and ISil ~ C3 1a1W

;j for all j E {I, ... , n}. Then

IeXPt al~ ~ IeXPt bl~ + IeXPt(slail)l~ +... + IeXPt(snain)l~
~ C2 11 bll l /M+C3 1al +... +C3 1al

~ C2C3 !al(M+l)/M +nC3 1al ~ (n + I)C2C3 Ial

This proves the second inequality of Statement I of Proposition 6.1.
Next we prove the first inequality. Let d~3) be the wei~hted distance with respect to

the full basis al, ... ,ad defined as follows. For 8 > 0 let C}3 (8) be the set of all absolutely
continuous functions e.p: [0,1] --t Gt which satisfy the differential equation

almost everywhere with

le.pi(s) I < 8w
;

for all i E {I, ... , d} and S E [0,1]. Then the distance dP)(g j h) between two elements
g, h E Gt is given by

d~3)(g j h) = inf{8 > 0 : 3<pECP>(6) [ e.p(0) = 9 and e.p(I) = h]}

It follows immediately that d~3)(g h) ~ d~ (g j h) for all g, h E Gt •

Finally we need a fourth measure of distance which is this time a quasi-distance. For
8> 0 let Ct(4)(8) be the set of all absolutely continuous functions e.p: [0,1] --t G which satisfy
the differential equation

d

ep(s) = L'PiB~t)1
i=l I '1'(8)

almost everywhere with constant coefficients e.pi satisfying le.pil < 8W
; for all i E {I, ... ,d}.

The quasi-distance d~4)(g j h) between two elements g, h EGis given by

d~4)(gjh) = inf{«5 > 0: 3<pec~4>(6)[e.p(0)=g and e.p(I) =h]} .

Then d(4) is locally equivalent to d(3) by [NSW], Theorem 2. So there exist c, e > 0 such

that dP)(gjh) 2:: Cd~4)(gjh) for all g,h E B~t)1. In particular, Igl~ = d~(gje) 2:: dp)(gje) 2::
Cd~4)(g j e) for all 9 E B~t)/.

Now let a = Ef=l ~iai E B!t)I and for «5 > 0 let e.p: [0, 1] --t G be an absolutely continuous
path such that e.p(0) = e, e.p(I) = eXPt(a) and

for S E [0,1] with constant coefficients e.pi satisfying
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for all i E {I, ... , d}. Let b = Et=I CPiai E l' and B(t) be the left invariant vector field
corresponding to b. Then <p(8) = B(t)ltp(a) for all 8 E [0,1]. So cP is a COO-function and
by the uniqueness theorem for integral curves (see, for example, [SaW], Theorem 2.37)
it follows that cp(8) = eXPt(8b) for all 8 E [0,1], if e is small enough. In particular,
expt (a) = cp(1) = expt (b). Hence, for small enough e, it follows that ei = CPi for all
i E {I, ... , d}. Thus led < 6W

i for all i E {I, ... , d}. But there is a j E {I, ... , d} such
that

leil2w/Wi ~ d-l lal2w

Therefore 6 > leil l / Wi ~ d-I/(2W)lal and d~4)(exPt(a);e) ~ d-l /(2W)lal. This completes the
proof of Statement I.

The proof of Statement II follows easily from Statement I and (10). 0

Remark Although the proof of Proposition 6.1 suggests that the constants c and e in
Statement I (and hence also in II) depend on t, it can be shown that they can be chosen
independent of t. A sketch of the proof is as follows. Suppose G is also simply connected.
Let t E (0,1). Then the algebra isomorphism It from (1', [. , . ]t) onto (1', [. , .]) can be
lifted to a Lie group isomorphism Ft from Gt onto G. Then td~(g; h) = d'(Ft(g) j Ft(h)) for
all g, h E Gt and hence IeXPt al~ = t-II exp It(a)I' for all a E g. Applying Proposition 6.1.1
(for the case t = 1) to the right hand side, together with the identity ht(a)1 = tlal gives
the uniformity in c and e if t E (0,1). The general case then easily follows.

One immediately has the following equivalence conclusion.

Corollary 6.4 There exists a c >°such that

c-11 expo al~ :5 Iexp ai' :5 c Iexpo al~

for all aE g with lIali :5 1.

It is also straightforward to deduce that the moduli of different bases corresponding to
the same filtration are equivalent.

Corollary 6.5 Let aI, ... , ad' be a reduced weighted algebraic basis with weights WI, ••• , Wd'
and bI , ... ,bd" a second reduced weighted algebraic basis with weights vI, ... ,Vd" such that
the filtrations with respect to the two weighted algebraic bases coincide. Then the corre~

sponding moduli I. I(a) and I. I(b) are equivalent, i.e., there exists a c ~ 1 such that

c-Ilgl(b) :5 Igl(a) ~ c Igl(b)

for all 9 E G.

Proof Let (gA)A~O be a filtration of g with weights Al < ... < Ak and let at, ... , ad and
bI, ... , bd be two bases of g such that

gAi = span{at, ... ,adimg~} = span{bt, ... , bdimg~. }
J J
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where
w = min{x E [1,00): x E wiN for all i E {l, ... ,d}} .

By Corollary 6.4 and [VSC], Proposition 111.4.2, it suffices to show that there exist C ~ 1
and 8 E (0,1] such that c-1Ial(b) :::; lal(a) :::; C lal(b) for all a E g with lIall :::; 8. For all
i,i E {1, ... , d} there exist Ci)' E R such that ai = E)·. w·<w· Cij bj for all i E {1, ... , d}. Let, J _ •

a = Ef=1 ei ai E g and suppose that lIall :::; 1. Then

d d )
a = L: L: ei Cij bj = L: ( L: ei Cij bj •

i=I;; Wj$w; ;=1 i; W;~Wj

Therefore

The converse inequality follows by a similar argument.

7 Kernels

o

In this section we extend the kernel theorem of Section 5 for homogeneous groups to general
groups G by exploiting the homogeneous contraction Go of G.

Let (X, G, U) be a continuous representation of a connected Lie group G and at, . .. , ad'

a reduced weighted algebraic basis of the Lie algebra g of G. Extend the algebraic basis
to a vector space basis at, ... , ad', . .. ,ad as in Remark 2.2 and adopt the notation of
Section 3. In particular the Lie algebra (g, [. , . ]0) of Go is obtained by contraction of the
Lie algebra g. Let m E 2wN and C: J(d') --+ C be a form of order m. In Proposition
4.6 we established that each G-weighted subcoercive form C is a Go-weighted subcoercive
form. Therefore, throughout this section, we adopt the seemingly weaker assumption that
C is a Go-weighted subcoercive form.

Let dU(C) be the operator on X corresponding to the form C. Our aim is to establish
that the closure of dU(C) generates a continuous semigroup S with a kernel K satisfying
Gaussian type bounds. We approach this problem by first constructing a family of functions
K which formally corresponds to the semigroup kernel. This construction starts by local
approximation with the kernel of the analogous operator on the homogeneous contraction
Go of G, Le., the kernel which exists because of Proposition 5.5. In the next section we
verify that the K do indeed have the properties of a semigroup kernel and the generator
of the semigroup is the closure of the original operator dU(C).

The starting point of the construction is the observation that the kernel K, if it exists,
should be the fundamental solution for the heat operator at +dL(C). Precisely, if one
defines Kt = 0 for t :::; 0 then (t,g) 1--+ Kt(g) from R x G into C should be the fundamental
solution for the heat operator at +dL(C), i.e.,

((at +dL(C))Kt) (g) = 8(t)8(g)
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for all t E Rand 9 E G. Now the parametrix method expresses K as a perturbation expan
sion in terms of a localized version of the corresponding kernel for Go. The perturbation
parameter is the 'time' variable t and the expansion is a direct analogue of 'time-dependent'
perturbation theory. The surprise is that the perturbation expansion for the semigroup
kernel is convergent for all t > O.

The local approximation procedure starts with the exponential map.
Let W be the open neighbourhood of 0 in g as in Lemma 3.3.V and n = exp(W). For

all r.p: n -+ C define <p: W -+ C by <p = r.p 0 expo Let Xi and Xi(O) denote the vector fields
on (g, [ . , . ]) and (g, [ . , . ]0) as in Section 3. The key observation is the next lemma which
states that the Xr) and Xi are very similar.

Lemma 7.1 For all i E {I, ... , d} the differential operator eXPo.(Xi - Xi(O») is of actual
order Ni with Ni < Wi.

Proof Let M, 6, C~l, ...,~n be as in (9). Then

d

XiL - X!O)L = ?= fij(a) XJO)L '
J=1

00

lij(a) = :L: :L: C~l ,...,~n 1r
j

((ad~l a) ... (ad~na)(ai) - (adoat(ai))
n=1 ~lt...,~nE{O,I}

00 n

= :L: :L: :L: Cq ,. ...~n 1r
j
((ad~l a) ... (ad~k_la) (ad~ka - adoa) (adoat-k(ai) )

n=1 ~1,•••,~nE{O,I} k=1

00 n d

= :L: :L: :L::L: c~l, ...,~neil·· . ein .
n=1 ~1 ....,~nE{O,I}k=1 i l ,.··,in=1

• 1r
j
( (ad~l aiJ ... (ad~k_laik_J (ad~k aik - adoaik) (adOaik+l) ... (adOain)(ai) )

The difference of the two commutators is an element of g, so there exist J-lI,k,~1 ,...,~n E R,
with IJ-l/,k,q ,...,~n I~ 2 c; for some Cl > 0, such that

d

(ad~l ail) ... (ad~k_laik_l ) (ad~kaik - adoaik) (adOaik+1) ... (adOain)(ai) = :L: J-l/,k,~l ,...,~n a/
1=1

Then

00 n d

fij (a) = :L: :L: :L: :L: C~l ,...,~n eil ... ein J-lj,k,~l ,...,~n .
n=1 ~1 ....,~nE{O,I}k=1 il,...,in=1

Now suppose j E {l, ... ,d} and Wj ~ Wi. Since {liall: a E J(d)} is a discrete set,
there exist TJj > 0 such that lIall ~ Wj - Wi +TJj for all a E J(d) with Iiall > Wj - Wi. Let
(gA).x~O be the filtration corresponding to the weighted algebraic basis at, . .• , ad" Consider
the element

(ad~lail) ... (ad~k_laik_l ) (ad~kaik - adoaik) (adOaik+l ) ... (adOain)(ai)
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of the Lie algebra g. Now (adOailc+l) ... (adoain)(ai) E gWi+Wilc+l +...+Win. Therefore

(adelcailc - adoailc)(adoailc+1) ... (adoain)(ai) E g(Wi+Wilc +...+WinL

by Proposition 3.1.VI if Cle = 1, and clearly also if Cle = o. Thus

(ade1 ail) .. Jadelc_1ailc_l) (adelcailc - adoailc) (adOailc+l) ... (adoain)(ai) E g(Wi+Wil +...+winL

So,if J1,j,le,el, ...,en =f:. 0 then aj E g(Wi+Wil+...+WinL. Hence Wj < Wi + Wil + ... + Win and
therefore Wil +... + Win ~ Wj - Wi + TJj. Moreover jell ~ lalw1 ~ lal if I E {I, ... , d} and
lal ~ 1. Consequently

00 n d

fij(a)=L L L L ICe1 ,.4nlleill···leinllJ1,j,le,el,.4nl
n=l el ,...,enE{O,l} Ie=l iI ,...,in=l

Wil +...+Win?Wj -Wi +7/j

00 n d

~ L L L L Me5nlaIWil+···+Win2c~

n=l el ,....enE{O,l} Ie=l il,...,in=l
Wil +...+Win?Wj -Wi+7/j

Let N E N be such that N > Wj - Wi + TJj. Next, split the sum over n in two parts: the
first over n with n ~ N and the second over n > N. Then if lal ~ 1

N n d

fij(a) ~ 2 L L L L M(cle5tlaI Wj - Wi +7/j
n=l el ,....en E{O,l} Ie=l il .....in=l

Wi1+...+Win?Wj -Wi +7/j

00 n d

+2 L L L L M(cl e5l a l)n
n=N+l el .....enE{O.l}le=l il,...,in=l

Wil +...+Win?Wj -Wi +7/j

N 00

~ 2 L Mn(2clde5tlaIWj-Wi+7/j +2 L Mn(2cl de5lalt .
n=l n=N+l

Now the lemma follows if one takes a E W, lal ~ 1 and lal < (3Clde5tl. D

Set H = dL(C) and let Hx be the elliptic operators constructed from H with the vector
fields Xi of Section 3 replacing the generators Ai. It follows immediately from this lemma
together with the remark following Lemma 5.8 that

Hx = PX(O) +H'

where PX(O) = Elloll=m coX(O)o and

expo.(H') = L foAo
o

is an operator with actual order N with N < m and the fo are COO-functions on expo(W).
Moreover, dLGo(P) = expo.(PX(O») where P is the principal part of C. Then the results of
Section 5 apply to dLGo(P).
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One has the following transformation property on L2(0), L2(W) and L2(expo(W)). Let
t/J, c.p E C~(W). Then

(H*(t/J olog),c.p 0 log) = (t/J olog,H(c.p o log)) = (O't/J, (PX(O) +H')c.p)

=((O't/J) 0 logo, (dLGo(P) +L fOlAOI)(c.p 0 logo))
01

= (dLGo (pt)( (O't/J) 0 logo), c.p 0 logo)

+ L(-l)IOII(AOI (JOI(O't/J 0 logo)), c.p 0 logo)
01

with 0' as in (10). Hence by density

(H*(t/J 0 log),c.p 0 log) = (dLGo(pt)((O't/J) 0 logo),c.p 0 logo) (28)

+ L(-l)IOII(AOI (JOI(O't/J 0 logo)), c.p 0 logo)
01

for all t/J E C~(W) and c.p E L1(g) with supp c.p C W.
Let K be the kernel on Go corresponding to the operator dLGo(P). If t ~ 0 we define

Kt = 0 as before. Now let X, X' E C~(O) be real with x(e) = 1 and X' = 1 on supp X. We
will identify a function r on G with the function 1 ® r on R x G. For t E R define the
function K1°) on G with compact support in 0, by

}-:(O) (}'" ) A\ t = 1. t 0 expo . X •

Then the function (t, g) 1--+ K(O)( t, g) = KI°) (g) is locally integrable, so K(O) is a distribu
tion. We shall prove that it is an approximation of the fundamental solution of at + H.
Let t/J E C:'(R x G). Then with r(t, g) = t/J(t, explogo(g)) x'(exp logo(g)) O'(logo(g)) for all
9 E expo(W) it follows from (28) that

(t/J, (at +H)K(O») = ((-at +H*)(t/J x'),K(O»)

= [dtl dg((-at+dLGo(pt))r)(t,g)Kt(g)(xologo)(g)JR Go

+ L(_1)1 011 [ dt [ dg (AOI(JOIr))(t,g) Kt(g)(x o logo) (g)
01 JR JGo

We consider the two terms on the right hand side separately. For the first term one uses
Proposition 5.6,

[dt [ dg((-at+dLGo(Pt))r)(t,g)Kt(g)(Xologo)(g)
JR JGo

= [dt [ dg((.,..at+dLGo(Pt))(r·(Xologo)))(t,g)Kt(g)
JR JGo

- L pt(a) L 1dt1 dg(AJ3r)(t,g)(A'Y(xologo))(g)Kt(g)
110011=m (J3,'Y)ELeibniz(OI) R Go

hl#O
= (r . (x 0 logo)) (0, e)

- L pt(a) L (_1)1131hdt1 dg r(t,g)(A'Y(X 0 logo)) (g)(AJ3Kt)(g)
11001I=m (J3,'Y)ELeibniz(OI) R Go

hl#O

=t/J(O, e) +L(t/J, (Ld<t 0 expo 0 log). Xi)
i
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where the sum is finite, the operators L j are operators with actual order less than m and
the Xi E C~(n). Moreover, the first sum is over a with lIall = m and over fJ, "y with
IIfJll < m where "y is a multi-index obtained from a by omission of some indices and fJ is
the multi-index formed by the omitted indices, i.e., the (fJ, "y) occurring are the pairs of
multi-indices Leibniz(a) in the Leibniz formula for the multi-derivative AO of a product
but without the term fJ = a.

The second term can be handled similarly. Let I . I' and I . I~ be the distances on G
and Go with respect to the reduced weighted algebraic bases as defined in Section 6. Each
COO-function 101 satisfies the estimate 1/0(g)1 :5 c(lgl~)(II01I1-N)VO for some N < m. Then

(_1)1 0 1 f dt f dg (AOI(fOlT))(t,g) Kt(g)(X ologo)(g)
Ja JGo

- L hdt1 dg (fOlT)(t,g)(APKt)(g)(A'Y(x o logo)) (g)
CP.'Y)ELeibniz(o) a Go

L (tP,(LpKt o expo o log)) . X'Y ,
CP."Y)ELeibniz(OI)

where Lp = IOIAP is a differential operator of actual order at most N, since IIfJlI :5 lIall,
and X"Y = (X' 0 exp 0 logo) . A'Y(X 0 logo) E C~(n). So

(at +H)(K1°»)) (g) = 8(t) 8(g) +Mt(g)

as distributions on R x G, where

Mt = L(LJ<t 0 expo 0 log) . Xi ,

I(A~Kt)(g) 1 :5 crCD'+II01I1)/me-b(Clgl~)mt-l)l/(m-l)

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E Go. Consequently, one has by Corollary 5.7

the sum is finite, the operators L i have actual order less than m and the Xi E C~(n).

Proposition 5.5 gives estimates for K. Specifically, for all a E J(d') there exist b, c > 0
such that

uniformly for all t > 0 and all 9 in a compact subset on which the operator L of actual order
N is defined. It then follows from the estimates of Corollary 6.4 that for each a E J(d')
there are b, c, TJ > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

I(AOIK1°»)(g) 1 :5 crCD'+IIOIII)/mewte-b(Clgl,)mt-l)l/Cm-l) ,

I(AO Mt)(g)1 :5 crCD'+lIoll+m-'1)/mewte-b«(\gl,)mt-l)l/cm-l)

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G, since K1°) has compact support. For n E N define K1n)
inductively by K1n) = _(K(n-l)*M)h where the convolution product *is given on R x G
by

(X*tP)t(g) = fa ds fa dh XII(h) tPt_lI(h-1g) = fa ds fa dh Xt-lI(h) tPlI(h-1g)

The main theorem of this section is the following.
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Theorem 7.2 The series
Kt = I:K1n

)

n~O

is Lp-convergent to a limit Kt E Lpioo for all p E [1,00] and t > o. The limit K satisfies the
heat equation (27), with the convention Kt = 0 for t ~ O. Moreover, t t-+ Kt is continuous
from (0,00) into Lf(G) for all p ~ 0, where Lf(G) = Ll(GjePlgl'dg) is the weighted space
with norm Ilcplli = JdgePlgl'lcp(g)l. Finally, for each a E J(d') there exist b,c > 0 and
w ~ 0 such that

IKt(g)1 ~ cCD '/mewte-b«lgl,)mt-l)l/(m-l)

I(Aa Kt)(g)1 ~ cc(D'+lIaID/mewte-b((lgl,)mt-l)l/(m-l)

for all 9 E G and t > o.
Proof Let p ~ 0 and define Li and Li to be the L1-spaces with respect to the measures
dg eplgl ' and dg ePlgl', where dg is right invariant Haar measure on G, with norms

Ilcplli = fa dg eP1g1' Icp(g)1 , IIcpll~ = f dg ePlgl ' Icp(g)1 .
1 JG

Similarly let L~ be the space of measurable functions for which 9 t-+ ePlgl'lcp(g) Iis essentially
bounded with norm

Ilcpll~ = ess sup ePlgl'lcp(g)1 .
gEG

Then ACt Kt(O) E Li if 11011 < m and Mt E Li for all pER by a quadrature estimate, using
the volume estimates of Proposition 6.1.11. Specifically, one has bounds

for some c, W, "7 > 0, uniformly for all t > 0 and p ~ o. It then follows by induction on n
that

II K(n) liP < c (bt)n'l/ eW(l+pm)t
t 1 - f(n"7 +1)

for some b > 0, uniformly for all n E No, t > 0 and p ~ o. Therefore the sum l: K1n
)

converges in Lf for all t > o. Obviously the map t t-+ Kt(n) is continuous from (0,00)
into Li for all n E No, so the map t t-+ K t is also continuous from (0,00) into Li. By
construction the distribution (t, g) t-+ Kt(g) satisfies the heat equation (27).

Next we prove the Gaussian estimates on K. We argue as in the appendix of [BrR] and
in Section 4 of [EIR7]. The definition of K(n) makes sense as an L~-function and Kt(n) is
continuous for all t > 0 and n E No. The proof of the convergence of

00

Kt = I: Kt(n)
n=O

in L~ is established by using the recursion relation K1n) = _(K(n-l)",M)t to estimate the

norms II Kt(n) II~. The starting point is the decomposition

Kt(n)(h) = - r/2
ds f dkKt;l)(k) Ms(k-1h) -it ds f dkK1~;1)(k)Ms(k-lh)

h ~ ~2 ~
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which leads to the iterative estimate

But one has the initial estimates

together with the bounds

II M tili $ cr(m-T/)/me",(I+pm)t

The latter bounds follow from the Gaussian bounds of Proposition 5.5 and a quadrature
argument. It then follows that

(29)

(30)

for some b > 0, uniformly for all n E No, t > 0 and p ~ O. One first establishes (29) for
the finite number of n such that nTJ $ D' and then by induction for all larger n.

Therefore the sum for I<t converges in L'/x, and

uniformly for all t > 0 and p ~ O. One immediately obtains the pointwise bounds

and minimizing over p ~ 0 yields the Gaussian bounds

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G. Similarly it follows that

1
I«n)(g)1 < crD'/mewt (bt)nT/ e_b'«lgl,)mt-l)l/(m-l)

t - f(nTJ+l)

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G.
Before we can prove Gaussian estimates on the derivatives of I< we need one more

technical lemma which is a weighted version of Lemma 4.3 of [EIR7] or Lemma 4.3 of
[EIR5].

Lemma 7.3 There exist M, (7 > 0 and N E N and for each i E {I, ... , d'} and Q' E IN(d')
a function C;,Clt: G --+ R such that

L(k-1)AiL(k) - Ai = L c;,Clt(k)AClt

CltEJ,t(d')

and ICi,Clt(k) I$ M(lk\')(IICltIl-wi)VOeu 1kl' for all kEG and Q' E J~(d').
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Proof Since Ad is a continuous homomorphism from G into £(£1) and the algebraic basis
has rank r the lemma is easily established if Ikl' ~ 1 and N ~ r. So let kEG, Ikl' ::5 l.
We may assume that WI, ... ,Wd' are integers. Let N = r max(WI, ... ,w~). There exists an
absolutely continuous path '"'I: [0,1] ~ G such that '"'1(0) = e, '"'1(1) = k,

d'

.y(t) = L: '"'Ii(t) l'il-y(t)
i=1

for t E [0,1] almost everywhere, with l'i the right invariant vector field corresponding to
ai E g and such that

hi(t)l ::5 2(lkl')Wi

for all i E {I, ... , d'} and t E [0,1]. (One can easily swap from left invariant vector fields
in Section 6 to right invariant vector fields by using the inverse on the Lie group.) Then
for all i E {I, ... ,d'} one has

1
1 d

Ad(k-I )ai - ai = dt 1 -d Ad('"'f(tt}-I )ai
o t l

1 d'

= 1dt 1 L:'"'Iil(tI)Ad('"'f(td-1)[ail!ai]
o il=1
d' I

= L: 1dt l '"'IiI (tt}[ail! ail +...
il=1 0

d' d' I I

+ L: ... L 1dt l ..·l dtN_I '"'IiI (tl)'" '"'IiN-1 (t 1 ••• tN-I) .
il=l iN_I=l 0 0

. tf-2 ... tN-2[aiN_I' [... , [ail' ail ...]]
d'· d' I I

+ L: ... L: 1dtl ..·l dtN'"'Iil(tI)"''"'IiN(tl ... tN)·
il=1 iN=1 0 0

. tf-l ... tN-I Ad('"'f(tl' .. tN)-1 )[aiN' [... , [ail! ai] . ..]]

Since Ad(g) maps g into g with uniform bounded norm, for g in a bounded set, and
hn(t) I ::5 (2Ikl')Wn for all n E {I, ... , d'}, the last term gives a contribution '2:1=1 c~i(k) ai,
with IC~j(k)1 ::5 M(lkl')N.

Similarly one has for the n-th term the contribution

But

Moreover, one can expand in the obvious way

lain' [... , [ail' ail ...]] =L: cO/aO/
0/

where the sum is over all 0' with 110'11 - Wi = Wil +... +Win'
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From these two observations it follows that there exist Ci,a(k) E R, such that

L(k-1)AiL(k) - Ai = dL(Ad(k-1)ai - ail = E Ci,a(k) Aa

aEJt(d')

Moreover, there exists an M > 0 such that

ICi,a(k)1 $ M(lk l')<IIal\-w;)VO

for all kEG with Ikl' $ 1. This proves the lemma. 0
We continue with the proof of Theorem 7.2. Fix Q' E J+(d') and consider the decom

position

ft/2 f
(AaK1n»)(h) = - Jo ds JG dk (AaKt~:;l»)(k) MII(k-1h)

-it ds 1dk Kt(~;l)(k) (AaL(k)MII)(h)
t/2 G

We first estimate the second term with the aid of Lemma 7.3. Notice that

ePlk-lhl'I(AaL(k)MII)(h)1 = ePlgl'I(L(k-l )AaL(k)MII)(g) I
with 9 = k-1h. By induction it follows from Lemma 7.3 that there exist M, (f ~ 0, N E N
and functions C{3: G -+ R for all f3 E Jt(d'), such that

L(k-1 )AaL(k) = E c{3(k)A{3
{3E Jt(d')

and IC{3(k)1 $ M(lkl')(II{3I1-lIall)voeu1kl' for all kEG and f3 E Jt(d'). Moreover, one has the
estimates

I(A{3 Mil) (g) I $ cs-(D'+m-71)/ms-II{3II/me-b«lgl')mll-l)l/(m-l) eWII ,

for all f3 E Jt (d'), for some 71 > O. So

ePlgl'I(L(k-l)AaL(k)MII)(g)1 $ E cMs-(D'+m-71 )/ms-l\al\/me-b«lgl')mll-l)l/(m-l).

{3EJj:.(d')

. s(lloll-ll{3l1)/mvoewlI( Ikl's-l/m )(II{3I1-l\all)voelplgl'eO'lkl'

Minimizing over 9 then establishes that

ePlk-lhl'I(AOL(k)MII)(h) I $ cs-(D'+//a//+m-71)/meO'lkl' (1 + (lkl's-l/m)N) ew(l+pm)1I

for some redefined values of c, wand N. Using s-l/m $ (t - s)-l/m for all s E (t/2, t) it
follows from (30) that

eP,h"lt ds f dk IK1~;1)(k)I'I(Aa L(k)MII)(h)1
t/2 JG

< c2 r ds f dk (t _ stD'/m (b(t - s))(n-l)71 ew(t-lI)e-b'«lkl,)m(t-II)-l)l/(m-l) .
- Jt/2 JG r((n - 1)71 +1)

. e(O'+p)lkl' (1 +(Ikl'(t _ st1/m)N) s-(D'+lIall+m- 71)/mew(l+pm)1I

< c'it dsl dk (t _ s)-D'/m (b(t - s))(n-l l71 eW(t_lI)e_2-1b'«lkl,)m(t_II)-1)1/(m-l) .
- t/2 G r((n -1)71 + 1)

. e(u+p)lkl's-(D'+lIall+m-71)/meW(l+pm)1I
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Now the integral over G can be estimated as before and one obtains

ep,h"it ds { dk lI<t;l)(k)I'I(Aa L(k)M.)(h)1
t/2 Ja

< cllit ds (b(t _s))(n-l)'l s-(D'+I/al/+m-'l)/mew"(I+pm).
- t/2 f((n - 1)7] +1)

< c r(D'+lIall)/mew(I+pm)t ((bt)n'l

- r(n7] +1))

with the redefined values of c, band w independent of n, hand p but dependent on 0'. But
these bounds together with the previous bounds

allow one to solve the integral inequalities

o
I(AaI<t)(g) I ::5 a t-CD'+lIall)/mewte-b«lgl,)mt-l)l/(m-l)

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G.

which are a direct consequence of the previous estimates. Arguing as before one deduces
that

8 Weighted subcoercive operators

In this section we extend the generator theorem of Section 5 for homogeneous groups and
left regular representations to general groups G and arbitrary continuous representations
by exploiting the homogeneous contraction Go of G. Moreover, we show that the 'kernel'
I< constructed in Section 7 is indeed the kernel of the semigroup.

Adopt the notation of the previous section. So C is a Go-weighted subcoercive form.
Let U be a continuous representation of the Lie group G by bounded operators U(g) on
the Banach space X and assume U is weakly continuous, or weakly· continuous if X has
a predual. Since the representation U is continuous one has bounds

IIU(g)1I ~ Me Plgl'

with M 2:: 1 and p 2:: O. But the kernel I<t satisfies Gaussian bounds. Therefore I<t E LHG)
and one can define bounded operators St on X by

Note that t 1---+ StX is continuous from (0, (0) into X for all x EX, since t 1---+ I<t is
continuous from (0, (0) into Li(G) (see Theorem 7.2). Because of the bounds 1II<1n)lli ~
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c(bntnjn!)'lew(l+pm)t it follows that limt!oStx = liffit!oU(K1°»)x, if one of the two limits
exists. But (Kt)t>o is a bounded approximation of the identity (d. the proof of Lemma
3.3 in [AER]) and hence

limU(K1°»)x = lim f da o-(a) Kt(expo(a)) x(a) U(exp(a))x = x .
t~ t~~

Therefore limt!O StX = x strongly if U is strongly continuous and weakly· if U is weakly·
continuous.

We will first apply this to the L;-, and L;~n-, spaces with respect to the left regular
representation. Then

Step = Kt * ep

and it follows that StL; ~ L;;oo ~ D(H). Moreover, if p E [1, co} and q E (1, co] is
conjugate to p then

- fR dt (8tT)( t)(.,p, Step) + in. dt T( t)(.,p, HStep)

= - fR dt (8tT)(t) (.,p, Step) + in. dt T(t) (H*.,p, Step) = 0

for all ep E L;, T E C:'((O,co}) and .,p E C:'(G). But then by continuity and density
([EIRl] Theorem 2.4) it is valid for all .,p E L~. On the other hand the map t ...... HStep is
continuous if ep E L;~m' Therefore it follows from the lemma of Du Bois-Reymond that
t ...... (.,p, Step) is differentiable and 1t(.,p, Step) + (.,p, HStep) = 0 for all ep E L~~m' .,p E L: and
t> O. Then

d
dt Step + HStep = 0 (31)

strongly for all ep E L~~m by an application of the mean value theorem and the continuity
of t ...... HStep.

The family S = (St)t>o forms a semigroup if, and only if, K is a convolution semigroup.
But the definition of K seems unsuited for direct verification of this property and so we have
to approach it indirectly. We will argue that it follows from the lower semiboundedness of
ReH on L2 •

Proposition 8.1 Each symmetric operator H = dLa(C) on L2 (G), where C is a Go
weighted subcoercive form, is essentially self-adjoint and lower semibounded.

Proof It suffices to establish that the range of (>.1 + H) is equal to L2 and its inverse
is bounded for all large positive >.. For this we use a resolvent version of the foregoing
parametrix techniques.

Let X,X' E C:'(G), supPX' c S1, x(e) = 1 and X' = Ion suppx. Then for all
ep E C:'(G) and .,p E L2(G) one has for all r E C:'(G) with supp r ~ supp X

fa dg r(g)(.,p, (AI + H)L(g)ep) = (.,p, (>'1 +H)(r * ep))

=fa dg ((>'1 +H)r)(g) ('Ij;, L(g)ep) X'(g)

=fa dgr(g)((>'1 +H)T)(g) (32)
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where r(g) = (.,p, L(g)r.p) X'(g). Since C~(G) is dense in L1(G) it follows by continuity that
(32) is valid for all r E L1(G) with suppr ~ suppx. Now let r,\ be the function on G with
support contained in n such that T,\ = (ih 0 expo) . Xwhere R,\ denotes the kernel of the
resolvent (>.1 +dLa(P))-1 on Go. Then

(.,p, (>.1 + H)(r,\ * r.p)) = fa dg r,\(g) ((>'1 +H)r )(g)

=fw da u(a) (R,\ 0 expo)(a) x(a) ((>'1 + PX(O) + H')f)(a)

=fw da u(a) ((>.1 +pX(O) + H')((R,\ 0 expo) x))(a) f(a)

=fw da u(a) 6(a) x(a) f(a) + fw da u(a)S,\(a)(.,p, L(expa)r.p) ,

in the sense of distributions where .S,x has the form

Once again the Xi E C~(W) and the L(i) are operators of actual order less than m. But
the estimates of Lemma 5.9 imply that IIr'\llt ~ C>.-1 and IIs'\lll ~ c>'-'l/m for some.,., > 0
and large >.. Therefore, if R,\ and S,\ denote the operators of convolution with r,\ and S,\,

respectively, then IIR,\ 112.....2~ c >.-1 and IIS,\1I2.....2 ~ c >.-'lIm. So

(.,p, (>'1 + H)(r,\ * r.p)) = (.,p, r.p) + (.,p, s,\ * r.p)

and
(>.1 + H)R,\r.p = r.p + S,\r.p (33)

for all r.p E C~(G). By density it follows that R,\L2 ~ D(H) and (33) is valid for all
r.p E L2 • Thus if >. is sufficiently large that c >.-'lIm < 1 then (I +S,\) has a bounded inverse
and

r.p = (>'1 +H)R,\(I +S,\t1r.p

for all r.p E L2 ( G). This establishes that the range of (>.1 +H) is equal to L2(G) and hence
H is self-adjoint. But it then follows that

and hence
11r.p1l2 ~ c>.-I(l - c>'-'llm)-lll(>.I + H)r.p1l2

Therefore (>.1 + H) has a bounded inverse. Thus H is lower semibounded by spectral
theory. 0

Now it is straightforward to prove that 1< is a convolution semigroup.
Since Re H is a symmetric weighted subcoercive operator on L2(G) it follows from

Proposition 8.1 that it is lower semibounded on L 2 , i.e., there is a 1/ ~ 0 such that

Re(r.p, H r.p) ~ -1/ II r.p II ~
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for all 'P E L~;m' Next observe that if 'Pt E D(H) satisfies the Cauchy equation

d
dt 'Pt +H'Pt = 0 (34)

for all t > 0 then

~ lI'Ptll~ = -2 Re('Pt, H'Pt) ~ 2v lI'Pt II~

Therefore t 1-+ e-vt ll'PtIl2 is a decreasing function. Now suppose 'PP> and 'P~2> both satisfy
(34) and 'PP> ..... 'P, 'P~2> ..... 'P as t ..... O. Then 'PP> - 'P~2> also satisfies the equation but
'PP> - 'P~2> ..... 0 as t ..... O. Therefore, as a consequence of the foregoing decrease property,
'PP> = 'P~2>, i.e., the solution of (34) is uniquely determined by the initial data 'P = 'Po.

Now let 'P E L~;m' Then 'Pt = St+.'P = Kt+. * 'P satisfies (34) with initial data 'Po =
S.'P (see (31)). Moreover, 'Pt = StS.'P satisfies the equation with the same initial data.
Therefore

(St+. - StS.)'P = 0

for all 'P E L~;m and then, by continuity, for all 'P E L2. This establishes that S is a
semigroup on L2 • But this implies that K t is a convolution semigroup. Therefore S is also
a semigroup on the other L~-spaces or in any Banach space representation.

It follows from (31) that the generator Hs of S is an extension of H on L~. Now L~;oo

is a dense S-invariant subspace and hence a core of Hs. Therefore Hs must be the closure
of H.

At this point we have essentially established the main result for the left regular repre
sentation in the L~-spaces if p E [1, 00).

Theorem 8.2 Let (X, G, U) be a continuous representation, aI, ... , ad' a reduced weighted
algebraic basis in the Lie algebra g of G and C a Go-weighted subcoercive form of order m
where Go is the homogeneous contraction ofG. Let H = dU(C) be the associated operator.
Then one has the following.

I. The closure H of H generates a continuous semigroup S.

II. The semigroup S is holomorphic in a sector A(8) = {z E C : Iarg zl < 8} where the
angle of holomorphy 8 satisfies the bounds 8 2:: 8c,Go'

III. H = Ht., where Ht = dU.(Ct) is the dual operator.

Proof Since the kernel K is a convolution semigroup it now follows that (St)t>o =
(U(Kt))t>o is a continuous semigroup. One then deduces as in Theorem 3.4 of [AER] that
H is the generator and S is holomorphic, with the holomorphy sector containing at least
A(8c ,Go)' 0

As a consequence of the bounds on the kernel we can compare the domain of powers
of the operator dU(C) and the differential structure of the representation associated with
the weighted algebraic basis at, . .. , ad', i.e., the spaces X~.

Corollary 8.3 Let (X, G, U) be a continuous representation, aI, . .. , ad' a reduced weighted
algebraic basis in the Lie algebra g of G and C a Go-weighted subcoercive form of order m.
Let S be the semigroup generated by the closure of the operator H = dU(C).
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I. The semigroup S maps into the smooth Coo-elements, i.e., StX ~ Xoo for all t > O.

II. If k E [0,00) then there exist c > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

for all t > 0 and x EX.

III. If n EN and k E [0, nm) then DeEr) ~ X~ and there exists c> 0 such that

for all x E D(F) and c E (0,1]. In particular

00

Xoo =nD(Ir) ,
n=l

so the spaces of COO-elements of (X, G, U) and of the operator H coincide.

Proof Statements I and II follow immediately from the fact that the kernel [(t is smooth
and, together with its derivatives, satisfies Gaussian bounds.

If n E N, k E [0, nm) and A> 0 is large enough then

(AI +H)-n = (n - 1)!-1 1000

dt e->.ttn- 1St

Therefore D(H) = R((AI +Ht n
) ~ Xfc by Statement II. Moreover,

IIAO'(AI +H)-nil :::; (n - l)!-l c1000

dt e-(>.-w)ttn- 1- 1I0'1I/m

=c'(A - w)(mn- 11 0'I/)/m :::; c"A(mn-IIO'lI)/m

if A is large enough. Taking c proportional to A-11m and rearranging it follows that

for all x E D(Ir) and for small positive values of c. Statement III then follows. 0

Remark Note that the constants c in Corollary 8.3 depend on the kernel only through
the constants M and w in the bounds IIAO' [(tlli :::; MrllO'I//m ewt if p ~ 0 is such that
IIU(g)II :::; Me plgl'.

9 Regularity

The bounds on the the semigroup in the previous section enable the deduction of several
regularity results for the operators dU(C) associated with a representation (X, G, U), a
reduced weighted algebraic basis and a Go-weighted subcoercive form of order m, where
Go is the homogeneous contraction of G. Recall

w = min{x E [1,00): x E wiN for all i E {l, ... ,d'}}
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We adopt the notation of [BuB] for the real interpolation spaces. We need two special
interpolation spaces associated with the representation U and the distance corresponding
to the weighted algebraic basis.

Let 0 be a bounded open neighbourhood of the identity e of G, p E [1,00] and n E N.
Then for each "( E (O, n..\t), with ..\t the smallest weight of the algebraic basis, define
II· 1I~'P'u : X -+ [0,00] by

IIxll~'P'u = IIxll + (fo.. dJ.ln(g) (lgl-'YII(1 - U(9t)) ... (1 - U(9n))x IlY) lip ,

where g = (91l'" ,9n) and Igi = 19t1'+...+19n1'. Moreover, J.ln is the absolutely continuous
measure with respect to the left Haar measure on Gn with density g 1--+ Igl-nD'. The usual
changes are needed in the case p = 00. Then the Lipschitz space X';,P(U) is defined by

It is a Banach space with respect to the norm 1I·1I~'p,u. Note that as the space is independent
of the choice of 0, up to equivalence of norms, we have omitted it from the notation.

Next we introduce a uniform version of the Lipschitz spaces. First, for each x E X and
n E No define w~n) : (O,oo) -+ [0,00) by w~O)(t) = IIxll and

w~n)(t) = sup 11(1 - U(gt}) ... (1 - U(gn))xll
01,···,OnEG

IOjl'9

for n E N. Secondly, for "( E (O, n..\t) define II '11~'P'w : X -+ [0,00] by

Then the space
X.;,p,W = {x EX: Ilxll~'P'w < oo}

is a Banach space with respect to the norm II . 1I~'Plw.

Finally we also use II ·lIy to denote the norm on a Banach space y.

Theorem 9.1 Let (X, G, U) be a continuous representation, all"', ad' a reduced weighted
algebraic basis in the Lie algebra g of G, ..\t the smallest weight and C a Go-weighted
subcoercive form of order m, where Go is the homogeneous contraction of G. Let S be the
semigroup generated by the closure of the operator H = dU(C).

I. Ifp E [1,00], "( > 0, 11 = min{n EN: "( < nw}, 1£ = min{k EN: k ~ 11wj..\d and
k, n E N are such that k ~ 1£, n ~ 11 then

as Banach spaces.

II. Let p E [1, 00]. If nll n2 E Nand °< "( < nt An2 then
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III. If I, n E No and k E (Iw, nw) then there exists c> 0 such that

for all e > 0 and x E X~w'

IV. If I, n E No and k E (Iw, nw) then there exists c> 0 such that

N~(x) ~ enw- IeN~w(x) +ce-(Ie-lw) IIxll~w

for all e > 0 and x E X~w'

v. If n, kEN, I E (0, nw) and p E [1,00] then

{ (-Ie) -Ie ( ') } ( ')xED H : H x EX, Xnw "'Y1(nw),pjK ~ X, Xnw "'Y1(nw),pjK;lem

Moreover, if A is large enough then there exists c> 0 such that

- Ie
IIxll(x,x~tu)"'/(ntu),p;K;lcm ~ c II(H +AI) xll(x,x~tu)..,/(ntu),p;K

-Ie -Ie
for all x E {x E D(H ) : H x E (X, X~w)"'YI(nw),PiK} where (X, X~w)"'YI(nw),PiK;lem

denotes the space of (weighted) km-times differentiable vectors for the Lipschitz space

(X, X~w)"'Y/(nw),p;K'

Proof The proofs are very similar to those in Section 5 of [EIR5], so we only indi
cate the differences. The equality (X, X~w)"'YI(nw),p;K = (X, D(li))"'YI(nm),p;K follows as in
Proposition 5.1 of [EIR5] and therefore Statement II is valid. So (X, X~w)"'Y/(nw),PiK

(X,X~w)"'Y/<,!!.w),p;K' Now it follows as on pp. 581-582 in [EIR5] that

w~oo ~ c L t 11all II Aaxoo II
aEJ(d)
lal=&

for some c > 0, uniformly for all t E (0,1] and X oo E Xoo ' Since lIall ~ Al.& ~ !lW for
all a with lal = .& one can argue as in the proof of Theorem 5.7 in [EIR5] to deduce
that (X X' ) I( )'K C X&,p,w. The inclusion X&,p,w C Xle,p,w follows by definition and, !!:.w "'Y !!:.W ,p, - "'Y "'Y - "'Y
the local boundedness of the representation. Next the inclusions X';'P'w ~ X';'P(U) ~

(X,D(HIe))"'YI(km),piK can be proved precisely as in Steps 2 and 3 of the proof of Theorem
3.2 in [ElR2]. Statement I follows by an application of the reiteration theorem (see [BuB]).

Since X/w is continuously embedded in (X, X~m)'wl(nm),oo;K,by the proof of Proposition
5.1 in [EIR5], Statement III follows from Corollary 8.3.III and Statement I as in [ElR2]
Proposition 4.3. Statement IV is an easy consequence of Statement III. D

Next we turn to unitary representations.

Theorem 9.2 Let (X, G, U) be a unitary representation, at, ... , ad' a reduced weighted
algebraic basis in the Lie algebra g of G and C a Go-weighted subcoercive form of order m,
where Go is the homogeneous contraction of G.

I. The operator H = dUeC) is closed.
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II. For all n E N and all large .x > 0

D((.xl +Htw/m
) = X~w

with equivalent norms.

III. For each e > 0 there exists a 11 E R, independent of the representation U, such that

for all x E X oo '

IV. lfn E N then
d'

X~w = nD(A?W/Wi) •
i=l

V. For each () E (0, ()c,Go) there exists an w > 0 such that IISzll :::; ew\zl uniformly for all
Z E A(() where S is the holomorphic semigroup generated by H.

Proof The proofs of Statements I, II and IV are as in the proof of Theorem 5.8 in [EIR5]
and the proof of Statement V is similar to the proof in [BGJR]. Since Statement III is
stronger than Statement III in [EIR5] we give a new proof.

Let Co be the weighted subcoercive form such that

dV(Co) = L (_l)loIAo. AO

oEJ(d')
lIoll=m/2

in any continuous representation (Y, G, V). Let M be the number of multi-indices a E J(d')
with lIall = m/2. Then

(N~,m/2(X»2 :::; (x,dV(Co)x) :::; M(N~,m/2(X»2

for all x E Yoo(V) if V is unitary. Next, let ao E J(d') with lIaoll - m/2 and e E
(O,(2M)-lpC,Go)' Further let C1 be the homogeneous form such that

dV(C1) = (pC,Go - 2Me)( _l)\ooIAoo. AOo +edV(Co)

Then

Re(ep,dLGoURC - Cdep) ~ Me(N~,LGo(ep»2

for all ep E L2iOO ( Go). So ~C - C1 is a Go-weighted subcoercive form for which the
corresponding operator is essentially self-adjoint and its closure generates a semigroup.
Hence dU(~C - C1) is lower semibounded by spectral theory, with lower bound -11 :::; O.
Therefore,

Re(dU(C)x,x) = (dU(~C)x,x)

~ (x,dU(Cdx) - 1IIIxll 2 ~ (pC,Go - 2Me)IIAOO xIl 2 -1I1IxH 2

Since the number of multi-indices ao with Ilaoll = m/2 is finite the theorem follows. D

It is also possible to obtain regularity results for the left regular representation on the
Lp-spaces with respect to left Haar measure if p E (1,00). These are basically a result of
the good kernel bounds and the regularity on L 2•
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Corollary 9.3 Let G be a connected Lie group, aI, . .. , ad' a reduced algebraic basis of the
Lie algebra g of G and C a Go-weighted subcoercive form of order m. Let L be the left
regular representation on Lp , where p E (1,00). Then

I. The operator H = dL(C) is closed.

II. For all n E N one has

D((>'1 +HtUJ1m ) = L~jnUJ

with equivalent norms, if >. > 0 is large enough.

III. If n E N then
d'

L' = nD(A,,!UJIUJi)pjnUJ ,
i=l

Similar statements are valid on the space Lp-spaces with respect to right Haar measure, Lp•

Proof The proof is precisely the same as for the unweighted operators in [BER]. D

Corollary 9.4 Let G be a connected Lie group, al, . .. , ad' a reduced algebraic basis of the
Lie algebra g of G and C a Go-weighted subcoercive form of order m. Let L be the left
regular representation on L p , where p E (1,00), and H = dL(C). If 0 E (O,Oe) then
there is a Vo 2:: 0, independent of p, such that the operators vI + H, v > Vo, have a
bounded functional calculus over the bounded functions holomorphic in a sector A(e.p) with
e.p E (11"/2 - 0,71"].

Proof The proof is precisely the same as in [EIR4]. D

Note that in the next section we establish that C is Go-weighted subcoercive if and only
if it is G-weighted subcoercive so the last two results could be phrased entirely in terms
of G.

10 Weighted subcoercive forms. Part II

In this section we prove that all conditions of Proposition 4.6 concerning the Garding
inequality are equivalent by establishing the missing implications. Moreover, we give other
characterizations in the spirit of the characterization of hypoelliptic operators by Rockland
operators on a homogeneous group.

Theorem 10.1 Let G be a connected Lie group, aI, ... , ad' a reduced weighted algebraic
basis of the Lie algebra g of G and Go the corresponding homogeneous contraction of G.
Further let m E 2wN and C be an m-th order form with principal part P. The following
conditions are equivalent.

I. The fqrm C is G-weighted subcoercive.

II. The form C is Go-weighted subcoercive.

III. For all non-trivial irreducible unitary representations (X, Go, U) of Go one has

Re(x,dU(P)x) > 0

for all x E Xoo(U) with x # 0, where P is the principal part of C.
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IV. The operator dLGo (~P) is a positive Rockland operator.

Moreover, if anyone of the four equivalent conditions is valid then J.lc,G - J.lC,Go and
OC,G = OC,Go'

Proof The implication I~II has been established in Proposition 4.6 together with the
inequality J.lc,G :s; J.lc,Go. The converse implication II~I follows from Theorem 9.2.111 and
J.lc,G ~ J.lc,Go' Therefore I and II are equivalent and OC,G = OC,Go'

The implication II~III is trivial since NU,m/2(x) =/:- 0 if U is a non-trivial irreducible
unitary representation and x E Xoo(U) is non-zero.

If III is valid then dLGo (~P) is hypoelliptic by the Helffer-Nourrigat theorem. More
over, the Planchere1 formula, [Kir] Proposition 4, gives

(dLGo (~P)ep, ep) 2:: 0

for all ep E C~(Go), and hence by continuity, for all ep E L2ioo(Go). So ~p is a positive
Rockland form.

The implication IV~ II follows from Theorem 2.5 of [EIR6]. 0

It now follows that all conditions of Proposition 4.6 are equivalent.

Remark If Go = R d then the equivalence II<=?III in Theorem 10.1 states that a form
C is Go-weighted subcoercive if, and only if, Re Lllall=m Co (i~)a > 0 for all ~ E R d with
~ =f O. This gives new proofs for Examples 4.1 and 4.2.

The implication l' ~ 4 in Proposition 4.6 states that

for all ep E L2ioo(Go) if C is a G-weighted subcoercive form, where P is the principal part
of C. This clearly implies that for all / E (0, m/2), p E [1,00] and n E N with n > m
there exist J.l > 0 and II E R such that

for all ep E L 2ioo ( Go). We next show that this seemingly weaker inequality also characterizes
weighted subcoercivity.

Proposition 10.2 Let G be a connected Lie group, at, .•• , ad' a reduced weighted algebraic
basis of the Lie algebra g of G and Go the corresponding homogeneous contraction of G.
Further let m E 2wN and C be an m-th order form with principal part P. The following
conditions are equivalent.

I. The form C is G-weighted subcoercive.

II. There exist / E (0, m/2), p E [1,00], n EN with n > m, J.l > 0 and II E R such that

Re(ep, dLGo (P)ep) ~ J.l ("ep,,~,p,LGO)2 - IIlIepll~

for all ep E L2;oo(Go).
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Proof We only need to prove the implication II=>I. The proof is a modification of the
reduction theorem in Section 2 in [HeN]. We will show that Condition III of Theorem
10.1 is valid using a scaling argument and a refinement of the proof of Lemma 5.1. We
may assume that p = 2 and 'Y < 1 by an application of the reiteration theorem [BuB]
Proposition 3.2.18. Moreover, we may assume that G = Go.

If U is a bounded representation in X on G we define N!{: X -+ [0, 00] by

where g = (gil' .. ,gn), Ig I= Igll' + ... + Ign I' and Pn is the absolutely continuous measure
with respect to the left Haar measure on Gn with density g .....-+ Igl-nD' as before. Then
there exists a constant c > 0 such that

for all x E X. So one has

for all c.p E L2;oo ( G). Therefore, by scaling,

uniformly for all 8 > 0 and c.p E L2iOO ( G).
Next we need some details about standard induced representations of G. We follow

[HeN] Section 2 and [CoG]. Let m be subalgebra of g and let bll ••• , bk E g be such that
k = codimm and m+span{bll ... ,bi } is a subalgebra of g for all i E {l, ... ,k}. Such
elements exist by [CoG] Theorem 1.1.13. Define a: R k -+ G by

O'(sl, ... ,Sk) = exp(slb1) ... exp(skbk)

For every 9 E G there exist (unique) Em(g) Em and Fm(g) E Rk such that

9 = exp(Em(g)) O'(Fm(g))

(see [CoG] Theorem 1.2.12). We will always assume that the elements bll ••• , bk are nor
malized such that

rdgc.p(g) =1dm r dsc.p((expm)O'(s))Ja m JRk
for all c.p E Ce(G). Let I E g* and suppose that l([m, mD = {O}. Then U"m: L 2(Rk) -+
L 2(Rk

) defined by
(UI,m(g)c.p)(s) = ei/(Em(a($)g»c.p(Fm(O'(s)g))

is unitary and U"m is a unitary representation of G in L 2(Rk ). Although the represen
tation U"m depends on the choice of bll ... , bk , we have omitted it from the notation. If
m is a polarizing subalgebra for I then the representation U"m is irreducible, and all irre
ducible unitary representations of G are of this form, up to unitary equivalence (see [CoG]
Chapter 2).
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We also need some results on reduction of variables. Let n C m be subalgebras with
[m, m] ~ n and let bI, ... , bp, ... ,bq E g, where q = codim n, such that n +span{b1 , ... , bi}
is a subalgebra of g for all i E {I, ... , q} and m = n + span{b1, ... , bp }. Set k = q - p =
codim m. Now we define a: Rq --+ G by

and also introduce ,8: Rk --+ G by

,8(S1, ... , Sk) = exp(slbpH ) .•• exp(skbpH) .

For eE RP define Ie E g* by

p k p

le(a +Etibi +ESibp+i) = EeiSi
,=1 i=1 ,=1

for all a E n, t E RP and S E R k • Let I E g* and suppose that I([m, mD = {a} and,
moreover, l(b,) =°for all i E {I, ... ,pl. We will give a relation between U"n and Ul+l~,m.

Note that U,+,~,n = U',n. Let F denote the (partial) Fourier transform on L2 (RP x R k
)

with respect to the first p variables. If c.p E S(RP X R k ) and e E RP define (Fc.p)e E S(Rk)
by (Fc.p)e(s) = (Fc.p)(e,s).

Lemma 10.3 If c.p E S(RP X R k ) then

for all e E RP and 9 E G.

Proof Let s E R k and t E RP. Then

(U"n(g)c.p) (t, s) = eil(E,,(a(t,s) g»c.p( Fn(a(t, s) g»

(Ul+l~,m(g)(Fc.p)e)(s) = e'(I+ld(Em(.B(s)g))(Fc.p)e (Fm(,8(s) g»

Now

(35)

a(t,s)g = a(t,O),8(s)g = (a(t, 0) expEm(,8(s)g»),8(Fm(,8(s)g»

=expEn(a(t,O) exp Em(,8(s) g») . a(Fn(a(t,O) exp Em(,8(s) g»)) . ,8(Fm(,8(s)g»

So

En(a(t,s)g) = En (a(t, 0) expEm(,8(s)g»)

and
Fn(a(t,s)g) = (1I"1(Fn(a(t, 0) expEm(,8(s)g»)), Fm(,8(s)g» ,

where 11"1 is the projection from RP x R k onto RP. Since I([m, mD = {a} it follows from the
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula that l(log(expa expb» = l(a) + l(b) for all a,b Em.
Therefore
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If one uses [m, m] ~ n and the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula once again one sees
that Fn(expa expb) = Fn(expa) +Fn(expb) for all a,b Em. So

Fn(a(t, O) expEm(,8(s)g)) = (t,O) +Fnexp Em(/3(s)g) .

Therefore
<p(Fn(a(t,s)g)) = <p(t +1r1FnexpEm(/3(s)g),Fm(/3(s)g))

for all t E RP. Using the identity le(a) =e.1r1Fnexp a for all a E m one establishes that

(FU"n(g)<p )(e, s) = eil(Em(I1(I)g»eie'1rtF" exp Em (11(1) g)(F<p)(e, Fm(/3(s) g))

= ei(I+l()(Em(I3(I)g»(F<p )e(Fm(.8(s ) g))

= (U,+,(,m(g)(F<p)e)(s)

and the lemma has been proved. 0

Th' I' . h k b' . . b NUI+I(,m d NUl"IS re atIOn IS t e ey to 0 tammg a connectIOn etween 'Y an 'Y ' .

Lemma 10.4 Let eo E RP and r E C~(RP) be positive with IIrl12 = 1. For j E N define
rj E S(RP) by rj(e) = jP/2r (j(e - eo)). Let 'I/; E S(Rk) and set <pj = (F-1rj) ® '1/;. Then
one has the following.

I. N~l+l(o.m('I/;) = limj.....oo N!/I,,, (<pj).

II. ('I/;,dU1+1(O,m(aCX)'I/;) = limj.....oo(<pj,dU1,n(aCX)<pj) for all a E J(d).

Proof For all j EN one has

(N!/I,n(<pj))2 = fan djln(g) (lgl-'YII(1 - Ul,n(gl))'" (1 - Ul,n(gn))<Pjll)
2

= fan djln(g) (lgl-'YIIF(I - Ul,n(gl))'" (1 - U1,n(gn))<Pjll)2

= fan djln(g) (lgl-'Yllrj ® (1 - U1+l(,m(gt}) ... (1 - U,+,(,m(gn))'I/;II)2

= f djln(g) f ds f de Igl-2'Ylrj(O/2 .lGn lRIc lRP
'1((1 - U,+1(,m(gt}) ... (1 - Ul+1(,m(gn))'1/;) (S)\2

= f djln(g) f ds Igl-2'Y'I/;j(g,s) ,lGn lRIc
where

'l/;j(g,s) = JRP de !r;(e)12/((1 - U'+l(,m(gl)) ... (1 - Ul+l(,m(gn))'1/;) (s)12

Obviously

for all g E Gn and s E Rk, by (35), so if we can show that fGn djln(g) fRIc ds Igl-2')' 'l/;j(g, s)
is uniformly bounded in j then the first statement follows from the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem.
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Clearly

f ds1/Jj(g, s) = f de ITj(e)12I1{I - Ul+l(,m(91» ... (I - U,+,(,m(9n»1/J1I 2
lRk lv

:5 Iv de ITj(e)1222nll1/J1I2 = 22n ll1/J1I 2

for all g E Gn. So

f dj.tn(g)lgl-2'Y 1/Jj(g, s) :5 22n ll1/J1I 2 f dj.tn(g)lgl-2'Y < 00
l{g:lgl~l} l{g:lgl~l}

for all j EN. Finally, let g = (91, ... ,9n) E Gn. Then

f ds 1/Jj(g,s):5 22(n-l) f de ITj(e)12 11{I - U,+,(,m(9n»1/J1I 2
lRk lv

Now suppose 9n = exp(a). Then

(
d) 1/2 d

II {I - U,+,(,m(9n»1/J11 :5 lIall t:r IldU/+1(,m(ai)1/J1I 2 :5 d1/2 11all t:r II dU,+,(,m(ai)1/J1l

For all i E {1, ... ,d} and s E Rk let Pj(s) E span{bt, ... ,bp } be such that

d
dtEm(;3(s) exp(tai»\t=O = Pi(s) + b

for some bEn. Then Pi is a polynomial function and

d

(dU,+1(,m( ai)1/J) (s) = (dU"m(aj)¢) (s) +i 2: le(Pi(s» ¢(s)
i=1

for all e E RP. Since Jde ITj (e) 1
2 1ei1 ei 21 2 is uniformly bounded for all it, i 2 E {I, ... ,d} one

deduces that
f ds ¢j(g, s) :5 e lIall 2

lRIc
for some e > 0, uniformly for all j E Nand g E Gn, where a = log9n. Now lI a ll :5 e'19nl if
19nI :5 1. Therefore

lIall:5 e'19nl':5 e'lgl

if Igi :5 1. Since, < lone then establishes that

f dj.tn(g) Igl-2'Y ¢Ag, s) :5 e (e'? f dj.tn(g) IgI2(1-'Y) < 00
l{g:lgl:51} l{g:lgI9}

uniformly for all j E N and Statement I follows.
One can establish Statement II by a similar argument (see also the proof of Lemma 2.2

in [HeN]). IJ

Corollary 10.5 If

hm Re(cp, dU"n(P)CP) ~ j.th2'Y(N!{'·"(cp»2 -1I11cp1l2

for all cp E S(Rk) then

hm Re(¢, dU'+1(o,m(P)¢) ~ j.t h2'Y(N~'+I(o'''' (¢)? - 1I11¢1I2

for all ¢ E S(Rk ) and eo E RP.
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Corollary 10.6 If n ~ mare subalgebras of g with codimensions k and q and [m, m] C n
and I E g* is such that l([m, mD = {O} then

hmRe(cp,dU1,n(P)Cp) 2: p,h2'"Y(N~""(cp))2 -1I11cp1l2

for all cp E S(Rk ) implies

hm Re(t/J,dU1,m(P)t/J) 2: p,h2'"Y(N~"frI(t/J))2 - 11 II t/J 11 2

Now we finish the proof of Proposition 10.2. Let (g..d~~a be the filtration of g and
Al < ... < Ak the weights of the filtration. Let (')'t)t>a be the family of dilations on the
homogeneous Lie algebra g. Let I E g* and m a polarizing subalgebra of g for I. For
j E {I, ... , k} set

and set mk+l = {Ole Then mk+l C mk C ... C m2 C ml = mare subalgebras of g and
[mj, mj] C mj+l for all j E {I, ... , k}. The representation U1,mlc+l is unitarily equivalent
with the left regular representation La of G in L 2( G), so

for all cp E S(Rd ) and h > O. Hence by downward induction on j it follows from Corollary
10.6 that

hm Re(cp, dUl,mj(P)cp) 2: J1 h2'"Y(N~'·frIj (cp)? - 1I11cpl12

for all j E {I, ... , k} and cp E S(Rnj), where nj = codim mj. But Ul,ml = Ul,m, so

for any irreducible unitary representation U of G, x E Xoo(U) and h > O. Now suppose
U is a non-trivial irreducible unitary representation of G and x E Xoo(U) is non-trivial.
Then N!{(x) =I 0 since otherwise (I - U(gd) ... (I - U(gn))x = 0 for all gt, ... ,gn E G\{e}
and therefore AOx = 0 for all a E J(d) with /01 = rn. Choose h > 0 so large that
p,h2'"Y(N!{(x))2 -1IIixl/2 > O. Then hmRe(x,dU(P)x) > 0 and Re(x,dU(P)x) > O. Now
the proposition follows from Theorem 10.1.111. 0

The next proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a form P to be a
Rockland form.

Proposition 10.7 Let G be a connected Lie group, al, ... ,ad' a reduced weighted algebraic
basis of the Lie algebra g of G and rn E 2wN. Let C a form of order rna with rna :s; rn.
The following conditions are equivalent.

I. The order of the form C equals rn and the operator dLao (P) is hypoelliptic, where P
is the principal part of C.
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II. There exists a c > 0 such that

IIAicpll2 ~ em-wi IIdLG ( C)cp1l2 +c e-Wi IIcpll2

uniformly for all e E (0,1], cp E C~(G) and i E {I, ... , d'}.

III. There exist c > 0 and a neighbourhood V of the identity of G such that

uniformly for all e E (0,1], ep E C~(V) and i E {I, ... , d'}.

Proof I:::>II. Suppose dLGo(P) is hypoellipticand m = mo. Consider the form C1 = ctC.
The principal part of C1 is ptP and clearly dLGo OR( ptP)) = dLGo (ptP) is a positive
Rockland operator on L2 ( Go). Hence the form C1 is a weighted subcoercive form by
Theorem 10.1. So by Theorems 9.1.III and 9.2.II there exist c,,x > 0 such that

uniformly for all e > 0, ep E C~(G) and i E {I, ... ,d'}. Since dLG(Cd is the generator of
a bounded semigroup it follows from [Rob2], Lemma II.3.2, that there exists a c' > 0 such
that II ('xl +dLG(Cd)1/2epIl2 ~ lI(dLG(Cd)1/2epIl2 + c'lIepIl2, uniformly for all ep E C~(G).

Then

IIA iepl12 ~ em
-

Wi ll(dLG(Cd)1/2epI12 + (ce-Wi + c'em
-

Wi )lIepIl2

= em
-

wi lldLG(C)epIl2 + (ce-Wi +c'em
-

Wi )lIepIl2

from which Condition II follows.
The implication II:::>III is trivial, so it remains to prove III:::>!. Temporarily, define the

form P: J(d') -+ C by

{
C(a) if lIall = m ,

P(a) =
o if II all < m .

Then P is the principal part of the form C if m = rno, but P = 0 if rno < m. We use the
notation of Section 3. In particular, W is the set constructed in Lemma 3.3.V. We may
assume that exp We V.

First, the bounds in Condition III can be rephrased as

eWi (fw da u(a) I(XitP )(a )1 2r/2

~ em ( [ dau(a) I L ca(xatP)(a)12) 1/2 +c ( [ dau(a) ItP(a)12) 1/2
Jw lIall$m Jw

for alltP E C~(W), e E (0,1] and i E {I, ... , d'}. Next fix tP E C~(W). Let t E (0,1].
Replacing e by et and tP by tPt-1 in the previous inequality gives

eWi (fw da u(a) tWi I(Xi tPt-1)(a)l2) 1/2

~ em (fw dau(a) I L tm-lialicatllall(xatPt_l)(a) 12) 1/2 +c(l dau(a) ItPt-1 (a)12r/2

lIall$m w
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for all c E (0,1] and i E {I, ... , d'}. (Note that the integrals only need to be carried out
over it(W).) Changing variables and dividing by tD'/2 then gives the estimates

for all c E (0,1] and i E {I, ... , d'}. Therefore by Corollary 3.7 one deduces that

for all 'l/; E C:'(W), c E (0,1] and i E {I, ... ,d'}.
Next let 'l/; E C:,(g). There exists r 2:: 1 such that supp'l/;r C W. Then applying the

previous inequality to 'l/;r gives

and choosing c = r-1 finally gives

uniformly for all c.p E C:'(G) and by density, for all c.p E L2joo (GO)'

Now one can argue as in the proof of Proposition 10.2. By scaling one has

for all 6 > 0 and c.p E L2joo (Go) and by reduction (Lemma lOA.II)

for each irreducible unitary representation U of Go, x E Xoo(U) and 6 > O. Now suppose U
is non-trivial, dU(P)x = 0 and x =f. O. Then 6WilldU(ai)xll :5 cllxll and hence II dU(ai)xll =
ofor all i E {I, ... , d'}. Since at, ... , ad' is an algebraic basis, this implies that x = 0,
which is a contradiction. So dLGo(P) is a Rockland operator and therefore hypoelliptic by
the Helffer-Nourrigat theorem. In particular, P =f. 0 and hence the order of the form C
equals m. 0

This proposition has immediate implications for subcoercive forms.
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Corollary 10.8 Let G be a connected Lie group, at, ... , ad' a reduced weighted algebraic
basis of the Lie algebra g of G. Suppose m E 2wN and let C be an m-th order form with
principal part P. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

I. The form C is G-weighted subcoercive.

II. There are c, It > 0 and an open neighbourhood V of the identity of G such that

It e2Wi IIAicpll~ :5 em Re(cp, dLG(C)cp) +c IIcpll~

for all cp E C~(V), all e E (0,1] and all i E {I, ... , d'},

Proof The implication 1=>11 follows from the inequalities

which are valid for all e E (0,1] (see, for example [Rob2], Lemma III.3.3). The converse
implication II=>I follows from

It e2Wi
IIAcpll~ :5 emllcpIl2I1dLG(~C)cpIl2 + c IIcpll~

:5 em(e-mllcpll~ +emlldLGURC)cpll~) +c IIcpll~

:5 (emlldLG(~C)cpIl2 + (1 +c)lIcpIl2)2 .

One then deduces from Proposition 10.7 that dLGo (~P) is hypoelliptic, where P is the
principal part of C. But the contraction process also shows that dLGo(~P) is a positive
operator. Therefore C is G-weighted subcoercive by Theorem 10.1. 0

This corollary shows that Conditions I and II in Theorem 1.1 are equivalent in case
of a reduced weighted algebraic basis. The second implication of Proposition 10.7 is the
equivalence of Conditions I and III in Theorem 1.1 for reduced bases.

Theorem 10.9 Let G be a connected Lie group, al, ... , ad' a reduced weighted algebraic
basis of the Lie algebra g of G. Suppose m E 2wN and let C be an m-th order form with
principal part P. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

I. The form C is G-weighted subcoercive.

II. The closure of dLG(C) generates a holomorphic semigroup S on L2(G) which is
quasi-contractive in an open sector A(0) C C with 0 E (0, 1r/2). Moreover, St
maps L2 (G) into D(Ai) for all i E {I, ... , d'} and there exist c, w > 0 such that
IIAiStlb-2 :5 crw;fmewt for all t > O.

Proof We only need to prove II=>I. It follows from the bounds on the derivatives of the
semigroup, by Laplace transformation, that there exists a c > 0 such that

uniformly for all e E (0, 1], cp E C:' (G) and i E {I, ... , d'} Hence the operator dLGo (P) is
hypoelliptic by Proposition 10.7. But it follows from quasi-contractivity that eiOl (dLG(C)
w1) generates a contraction semigroup, if w is large enough, uniformly for all a E (-0,0),
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and hence, by the Lumer-Phillips theorem, that Re(c.p, eio(dLG(C) - wI)c.p) ~ 0 for all c.p E
L~jm(G). Then applying the contraction process it follows that Re(c.p, eiodLGo(P)c.p) ~ 0
for all c.p E L~jm (Go) and a E (-0, 0). The proof of this implication is a variation of the
proofs used in Propositions 4.6 and 10.7. Then 1(c.p,dLGo(~P)c.p)1~ M(c.p,dLGo('tRP)c.p) for
all c.p E L~'m(Go), where M = cotO. Hence, by the reduction theorem, it follows that,

l(x,dU(~P)x)1 ~ M(x,dU('tRP)x)

fOf each unitary irreducible representation U of Go and all x E Xoo(U), and then, by
density, for all x E X~(U). But it then follows from [Kat] p. 310 that

I(y, dU(~P)x)1 ~ M(x, dU('tRP)x )1/2(y, dU('tRp)y)I/2 (36)

for all x, y E X~(U).

We shall prove that 'tRP is a Rockland form. Let U be a non-trivial irreducible unitary
representation of Go, x E Xoo(U) and suppose dU('tRP)x = O. Then it follows from (36)
that (y, dU(~P)x) = 0 for all y E X~(U). Since X~(U) is dense in X one establishes that
dU(~P)x= O. Therefore dU(P)x = 0 and thus x = 0 since P is a Rockland form. Hence
'tRP is positive Rockland form and C is G-weighted subcoercive by Theorem 10.1. This
completes the proof of the theorem. 0

If the principal part of the form C is symmetric one can weaken the assumptions of
the previous theorem. One only needs quasi-contractivity of the semigroup on the positive
real line.

Theorem 10.10 Let G be a connected Lie group, al, ... , ad' a reduced weighted algebraic
basis of the Lie algebra Q of G and Go the corresponding homogeneous contraction of G.
Suppose m E 2wN and let C be an m-th order form with symmetric principal part P, i.e.,
P = pt. The following conditions are equivalent.

I. The form C is G-weighted subcoercive.

II. The closure of dLG ( C) generates a continuous, quasi-contraction, semigroup S on
L 2(G) which maps into D(Ai) for all i E {I, ... ,d'}. Moreover, there exist c,w > 0
such that IIAiSt112.....2 ~ et-w;jmewt for all t > O.

Proof It follows as in the proof of Theorem 10.9 that 'tRP - P is hypoelliptic and
RedLGo(P) ~ O. So RedLGo(P) is a positive Rockland operator. 0

11 General algebraic bases

In Section 2 we passed from a weighted algebraic basis to a reduced weighted algebraic
basis and the subsequent results have been largely formulated in terms of reduced bases.
In this section we examine the passage from the reduced basis back to the original basis
and the extension of the foregoing results to general weighted bases.

Let aI, ••• , ad' be a weighted algebraic basis with weights WI, ••• , Wd' and filtration
(g'\h~o. Assume nt~l wiN =I 0. We can define a distance d( . ; . ) and modulus l'l(a) = 1·1'
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on G similarly to the definitions with respect to a reduced weighted algebraic basis in the
beginning of Section 6.

Next, Proposition 2.1 established that there exists a reduced weighted algebraic basis
bb . .. ,bd" with weights Vb ... , Vd" such that {bl , ... , bd,,} ~ {ab ... ' ad'} and Vi = Wj
if bi = aj. Moreover, the filtrations corresponding to the algebraic basis al, ... , ad' and
the reduced basis bl , ... , bd" coincide. The reduced basis is a subset of the original basis
obtained by eliminating those directions aj such that aj E gwj' But the moduli \. I(a) and
I. I(b) are equivalent. -

Lemma 11.1 There exists a C ~ 1 such that

for all 9 E G.

Proof Obviously Ig\(a) :s; Igl(b) for all 9 E G. Next, for all i E {I, ... , d'} let w~ =
min{,\ > 0 : ai E g,d. Then one easily proves by induction on the weights of the filtration
that the filtration (g'\h~o equals the filtration corresponding to the weighted algebraic basis
ab . .. ,ad' with weights W~, ... ,W~,. SO ab.'" ad' with weights W~, ... , w~, is a reduced
weighted algebraic basis. Let I . I(al) denote the modulus with respect to this weighted
algebraic basis. Then obviously Igl(a') ~ Igl(a) for all 9 E G with Igl(a) < 1. But the moduli
I· I(a') and \·I(b) are equivalent by Corollary 6.5. Therefore the lemma follows for small g.
For large 9 the distances are comparable by [VSC] Proposition IIIA.2. 0

Corollary 11.2 There exists a C ~ I such that

for all 8 E (0, I], where

D' = L: ,\ dim(g,\/g~)
'\>0

is the local dimension and Bs is the ball with radius 8.

Proof This follows from Proposition 6.1.II and the previous lemma. o
The reduced weighted algebraic basis bl , .•• ,bdll is constructed from the weighted alge

braic basis by deleting the 'overweight' directions (see Proposition 2.1). But these direc
tions have a representation

aj = L: Cjab[a]
aEJ+(d")
lIa llv:$wi

where we have used l!'l!v to denote the length of the multi-index with respect to the weights
Vi of the reduced basis. On the other hand, such a representation also exists if aj is an
element of {bl , ..• , bd" }. Hence in a continuous representation (X, G, U) of the group

Aj = L: CjaB[a]
aEJ+(d")
lIa lk:;wi
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where Bj = dU(bj ). Therefore, expanding the commutators,

A j = L cjaBa
aEJ+(d")
lIall ..$wj

(37)

for suitable Sa E R.
If C: J(d') ~ C is an m-th order form then it follows from (37) that there exist c'p E C

such that
dU(C) = ~ caAa = ~ c'pBP (38)

aEJ(d') PEJ(d")
lIallw$m IIPII..$m

where we have now used II . IIw to denote the weighted length of the multi-indices with
respect to the weights Wi of the original basis. The form C is an m-th order form with
respect to the weighted algebraic basis all"" ad' and we use the notation C = Co. to
denote the dependence on the basis. Further let Cb: J(d") ~ C be the m-th order form
with the coefficients c'p entering on the right hand side of (38). Then (38) states that
dU(Ca.) = dU(Cb). The form Cb has order less than or equal to m with respect to the
weighted algebraic basis bI, •• • , bdll and weights Vll' •• , Vd'"

We temporarily add a subscript a and b to the spaces X~(U) and the (semi)norms
II . IIf,n and NUn to denote the dependence of the weighted algebraic basis. Obviously
x~,nCiJ) ~ xt,n(U), Nt,u,n(x) ::; N~,u,n(x) and IIxll~,u,n ::; IIxll~,u,n for all n E [0,00) and
x E X~,n(U), since the bi are a subset of the ai with the same weight. Next suppose
m E wiN for all i E {I, ... , d'} and set

v = min{x E [1,00): x E ViN for all i E {1, ,d"}}

w = min{x E [1,00): x E wiN for all i E {1, ,d'}}

Then W E vN. Let kEN. It follows from (38) that X;,kv(U) ~ X~,kv(U), N~,U,kv(X) ::;
cllxll~,u,kv and hence IIxll~,u,kv ::; c'lIxllb,u,kv for some c, c' > 0, uniformly for all x E Xt,kv(U),
So the spaces X~,kv(U) and Xt,kv(U) are equal, with equivalent norms. Moreover, it follows
from Theorem 9.1.IV that there exists a c > 0 such that

N~,U,kv(X) ::; C(N~,u,kv(X) +IlxlD (39)

for all x E X~,kv(U),

Now Theorem 1.1 of the introduction follows as a corollary of the results we have
established for reduced weighted bases.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let C be an m-th order form and assume that the weights wi
satisfy m/wi E 2N.

If the weighted algebraic basis all ... , ad' is a reduced weighted algebraic basis then the
theorem follows from Proposition 4.6, I' ~ 3, Theorems 7.2, 8.2, 10.9 and Corollary 10.8.

If, however, aI, ... , ad' is not a reduced weighted basis one can proceed as above and
introduce the reduced weighted subbasis bI,"" bd". Then C = Co. is the given m-th order
form. Let Cb be the associated form of order less than or equal to m with respect to the
weighted algebraic basis bI, • •• , bd". We say that Cb satisfies Condition I of Theorem 1.1 if
there are p, II > 0 and an open neighbourhood V of the identity of G such that

Re(cp,dLG(Cb)CP) ~ P(N~,2jm/2(cp))2 -lIlIcpll~
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for all <p E C~(V). Similarly, we say that the form Cb satisfies Conditions II, III or IV
of Theorem 1.1 if the particular condition is valid for the form Cb, the algebraic basis
bI, ... , bd'" weights VI, . .. ,Vd" and infinitesimal generators B I, . .. , Bd".

We first show that the order of the form Cb equals m if the form Cb satisfies one of the
Conditions I-IV of Theorem 1.1. Obviously one has the implications 1:;.11 and IV:;.III for
the form Cb. The proof is the same as in Section 1. But if the form Cbsatisfies Condition
II or III then there exist c > 0 and a neighbourhood V of the identity of G such that

uniformly for all e E (0,1], ep E C~(V) and i E {I, ... , d"}. This follows as in the proof
of Corollary 10.8 and Theorem 10.9. Therefore the order of the form Cb equals m by
Proposition 10.7. Hence the Conditions I-IV are all equivalent for the form Cb.

Now we prove Theorem 1.1 for the form Ca. If Ca satisfies Condition I, i.e., Ca is a
G-weighted subcoercive form, then in the left regular representation on L 2 ( G) one has

Re(ep,dLG(Cb)ep) = Re(ep,dLG(Ca)ep)

2:: Jl (N~,2;m/2(<p»2 - v 11<p1l~ 2:: Jl (N~,2;m/2(<P)? - v 1I<p1l~

for all <p E C~(V), with V the open neighbourhood of the identity occurring in the
definition of the subcoercivity of Ca. Hence Cb satisfies Condition I and Cb is an m-th
order weighted subcoercive form. Since the bi are a subset of the ai with the same weight
Conditions II, III and IV for Ca obviously imply the same condition for the form Cb•

Conversely, if Cb is an m-th order weighted subcoercive form then it follows from (39)
that the form Ca is weighted subcoercive. Then Condition II is also valid for Ca , as we have
proved already in Section 1. In any representation (X, G, U) the closure of dU(Cb) generates
a semigroup which is holomorphic in an open sector containing A(OCb,G). Moreover, it has
a representation independent kernel. Since dU(C) = dU(Ca) = dU(Cb) this establishes the
generator property for dU(C). The Gaussian bounds for the semigroup kernel follow from
(37) and the bounds on the derivatives of the kernel with respect to the BfJ. The bounds
on the derivatives of the semigroup in Condition III for Ca follow again by a quadrature
estimate. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 0

It should again be emphasized that Theorem 1.1 is valid for any Lie group G and any
weighted algebraic basis of the Lie algebra g of G. Although most of the foregoing material
involves reduced weighted algebraic bases and the corresponding homogeneous contraction
Go the final result is independent of these concepts.

In Section 1 we defined IIxll~ = 0 if n ¢ {liallw : a E J(d')} to avoid complications
in various proofs. We now drop this condition for the weighted algebraic basis aI, ... ,ad'.

For n E [0,00) define "1·111~:X~.n(U) -+ [0,00) by

Illxlll~ = max IIAQ xll
QEJ(d')
lIall$n

Then (X~,n(U), III . III~) is a normed space and the two spaces (X~.n(U), III . III~) and
(Xb,n(U), II . 1I~.n) are equal, with equivalent norms, if n E vN. Hence all conclusions
of Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 and Corollaries 8.3, 9.3 and 9.4 are valid if C is a G-weighted
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subcoercive form with respect to the weighted algebraic basis and the norms III· III~ on
the space X~.n(U), Most statements follow directly from the comparable statement for the
reduced weighted algebraic basis bl , ••• , bd", so we indicate the differences. In Corollary
8.3.II one fixes k E [0, (0). Let ko = max{lIali tl : a E J(d"), lIali tl ~ k}. Then it follows
from (38) that Xt.ko(U) ~ X~,k(U) and Illxlllk ~ c'llxllb,u,ko for some c' > O. Therefore,

IIIStllik ~ c'IIStllb.u.ko ~ cc'rko/mewtllxll ~ cc'rk/mew'tllxll

for a suitable w' ~ w. Next, in Corollary 8.3.III one has IIxllb.u.ko ~ emn- ko IIFxII +
ce-kollxll, which is equivalent to the J-interpolation inclusion (X,D(F))ko/(mn),I;J ~

Xt.ko(U) (see [Tri] Lemma 1.10.1(a)). Therefore one has the following continuous inclusions

(X, D(F))k/(mn).I;J ~ (X, D(F))ko/(mn).I;J ~ X:. ko (U) ~ X~.k(U) ,

from which the new version of Corollary 8.3.III for the algebraic basis al, ... ,ad' and the
new norm follows. Theorem 9.l.III can be proved similarly.

Earlier work [ElR7] on unweighted bases and subcoercive operators was based on the
assumption of G-coercivity where G denotes the Rothschild-Stein local approximant of
G, Le., G is the nilpotent Lie group with d' generators which is free of step r where d'
and r are the number of elements and the rank of the algebraic basis, respectively. Thus
G= G(d' , r, 1, ... , 1).

The next proposition allows one to deduce that the earlier results [ElR7] are a corollary
of Theorem 1.1.

Proposition 11.3 Let G be a connected nilpotent Lie group of rank r and al, ... , ad' a
weighted algebraic basis of the Lie algebra g ofG with weights WI, ... ,Wd', Let G: J(d') -+ C
be a form oforderm with mE 2wN. IfG is a G(d',r,wt, ... ,wd,)-weighted subcoercive
form then C is a G-weighted subcoercive form.

Proof Let g= g(d', r, WI, ••• , Wd') be the weighted nilpotent Lie algebra with generators
aI, ••• ,ad' and weights WI, ... ,Wd' which is free of step rand G = G(d', r, WI, ••• ,Wd')
the corresponding connected simply connected Lie group (see Example 2.9). Then the Lie
algebra generated by the operators dLG(adIL2;oo(G)l"" dLG(ad')/L2;oo(G) is nilpotent of step
r and has d' generators. So there exists an algebra homomorphism T: g -+ Hom(L2ioo (G))
such that

T(ai) = dLG(ai)I L2;oo(G) .

Then T is a representation of g in the Hilbert space L2( G) by skew-adjoint operators such
that the (dense) set of analytic vectors for LG is a set of analytic vectors for T(ai) for
all i E {I, ... , d'}. So, by [Sim] Corollary 2, there exists a unitary representation U of
G in L2(G) such that L2iOO (G) ~ ((L2(G))oo)(U) and T(ai) is the restriction of dU(ai)
to L2;oo(G) for all i E {I, ... , d'}. Then, by Theorem 9.2.III, it follows that there exists
I-t, v > 0 such that

Re(<p, dLG(G)<p) = Re(<p, dU(G)<p) ~ I-t (N~Glm/2(<p))2 - V 1I<p1l~

for all <p E ((L2(G))oo)(U) and, in particular, for all <p E L2;oo(G).

One can now immediately recover all the main results of [ElR7].
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Corollary 11.4 Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra 9 and al, . .. ,ad' an
(unweightetl) algebraic basis of rank r ofg. Let C: J(d') --+ C be a subcoercive form of order
m and step r (see [EIR3]). Let (X, G, U) be a representation of G. Then the closure of
the operator dU(C) generates a holomorphic semigroup S which is holomorphic in an open
sector containing A(Oc,a), where G= G(d',r,1, ... ,I). Moreover, S has a representation
independent kernel which satisfies Gaussian type bounds of order m.

Proof If C is a subcoercive form of order m and step r then C is a G(d', r, 1, ... ,1)
weighted subcoercive form (see Example 4.4). Since Go is a homogeneous (nilpotent)
Lie group of rank r by Lemma 3.13 it follows from Proposition 11.3 that C is a Go
weighted subcoercive form. Hence it is a G-weighted subcoercive form. The corollary
follows immediately. D

The final example shows that the assumptions of [EIR7] are strictly stronger than those
of weighted subcoercivity.

Example 11.5 Reconsider the five-dimensional Heisenberg group G with Lie algebra ~2

from Example 3.12. Thus one has a basis ab"" as with [at, a2] = [a3' a4] = as. Take the
weighted algebraic basis a1, ... ,a4 with all weights equal to one. Then G= G(4,2, 1,1,1, 1)
has dimension 10 and the Lie algebra g has a basis {ab ... ,a4} u {aii: 1 :5 i < j :5 4}.
The commutation relations are [ai, ai] = aii if 1 :5 i < j :5 4. Let C1be the form such that

for any representation. Further let C2 be the form such that

where>' is an eigenvalue of the operator dV(Ct}, and V is an irreducible unitary represen
tation of G with dV(a12 - (34) = iI. Then C2 is not a subcoercive form of step 2 since
(x~,dV(C2)X~) = 0, where x~ is an eigenvector of dV(Ct} with eigenvalue>. (see [EIR7]
Corollary 3.5). On the other hand, dLa(C2) = dLa (C1), so C2 is a G-weighted subcoercive
form.
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